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CHAIRPERSON’S
FOREWORD

FOREWORD
BY THABO MANYONI –
CHAIRPERSON OF SALGA

T

his year is a significant one for

establishment and capacity building of Municipal Public

SALGA, as we celebrate 15 years

Accounts Committees (MPACs).

of democratic and developmental

Furthermore, SALGA has initiated and hosted – in partnership

local government. This occasion gives

with CoGTA – a National Local Government Anti-Corruption

us an ideal opportunity to reflect on the

Summit as part of local government’s fight against corruption

progress made in this period with regard

and maladministration. This summit, along with SALGA’s

to deepening democracy and expanding

achievement of consecutive ‘clean’ audits in 2012/13 and

coherent,

2013/14, makes it a credible voice in leading the local government

equitable

developmental

outcomes at the local level.

sector towards clean administration and good governance.

As the representative organisation for local government,

Of course, it must also be remembered that SALGA has

SALGA is justifiably proud of the manner in which it has provided

other roles that expand beyond the borders of our nation.

effective support for, and representation of, municipalities in

The organisation’s enhanced profiling of local government on

various platforms and intergovernmental structures, including

continental and global platforms is a vital one. In fact, we have

the National Council of Provinces (NCOP).

played a critical role in reunifying the United Cities and Local

Within these intergovernmental structures, SALGA has
played a key role over the last decade and a half in highlighting

Governments of Africa (UCLGA), and our organisation is currently
leading the Southern African chapter of the organisation.

policy and regulatory constraints to municipal performance,

Having highlighted many of SALGA’s achievements over the

and in driving forward amendments to positively effect a

past 15 years, it would be remiss of us to think that our job is

conducive policy and legislative environment for municipalities.

done. While progress has been made, substantial work remains

The organisation has also contributed to reforms in the local

to be done. There remain many stubborn challenges that we

government fiscal framework and had a hand in the introduction

need to urgently address, including governance and oversight

of new grants, which will benefit local government. Moreover,

challenges, audit outcomes and financial management, energy

we continue to showcase good practices and successes in

and infrastructural issues, the concerns of increasing debt, and

municipalities, thereby contributing to positively altering

the declining revenue base of municipalities.

citizens’ perceptions about the sector. One of the best means

To overcome these challenges, it is critical that local

of altering citizens’ perceptions is to ensure our people have

government across the board works together, regardless of our

the necessary tools and skills to do their jobs properly. For this

political affiliations. Our voters want clean streets, good schools,

reason, SALGA’s focus on improved leadership and technical

affordable housing and, above all, safe neighbourhoods, and it is

capacity has been critical, including the orientation of municipal

our job to ensure that the basics are done. The implementation

political leadership through tailor-made induction programmes.

of the Back to Basics programme is therefore paramount.

SALGA has always taken the issue of gender equality

Therefore, as we march towards 2016, this National Members

seriously, and is particularly proud of launching the SALGA

Assembly (NMA) must honestly reflect on the gains made over

Women’s Commission.

the last 15 years and confront the challenges which threaten to

In the past 15 years, our organisation has also played a

undermine our collective effort. Let us pull together to moving

fundamental role in improving oversight in municipalities,

the sector forward and continue our developmental journey

as recently demonstrated through the ground-breaking

with renewed vigour and commitment. ▪
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FOREWORD BY XOLILE
GEORGE – CEO OF SALGA

S

ALGA

and

its

member

communities’ needs and aspirations.

municipalities have undertaken

It would be remiss of me not to mention the ‘Back-to-Basics’

a long, and at times arduous

(B2B) approach, which is aimed at building responsive, caring and

developmental journey over the past

accountable municipalities by getting the basics right. SALGA is

15 years. Although the preceding

in full support of this approach and will (during this NMA) rally all

transitional phases were tough, the

municipalities to serve citizens with pride and care, addressing

establishment of democratic local

the basic functioning of our systems and infrastructure and

government in wall-to-wall form in

communicating regularly and honestly with citizens.

2000 was the culmination of hard work

In the past 15 years of local democratic government,

and effort. Since then, local government has come a long way.

SALGA has played a key role in helping to craft the numerous

South Africa’s local government sector migrated from a

successes that local government can lay claim to. At the same

highly fragmented, racially based system, to one that was

time, these successes do not negate the fact that there remain

both integrated and genuinely democratic, with uniform wall-

many challenges that continue to bedevil municipalities. These

to-wall municipalities ensuring each citizen is represented.

difficulties include issues around financial management and

Significant progress has been made in the past 15 years of

expenditure, planning and delivery of basic services and the

local democratic government with regard to addressing the

ongoing perception of fraud and corruption within the sector.

multitude of service-delivery backlogs, while some of our cities

The National Members Assembly (NMA) is therefore a timely

have transformed into vibrant and competitive economies

and critical platform for the unpacking of these challenges and

which, on their own, can even dwarf those of other nations.

also for the charting of sustainable solutions to the problems

Now, as we celebrate 15 years of democratic local government,

facing local government, as we build up to the 2016 Local

we can look upon a vibrant and decentralised local democracy

Government Elections.

that is enshrined in our Constitution. Today, local government

Despite these challenges, we should not forget that we all

is a distinctive, interdependent and interrelated sector, backed

live, work and play in municipalities and that the services we

up with a strong suite of policy and legislation, including

enjoy are, for the most part, provided by local government.

substantial progress on its implementation.

Therefore, it is imperative that we refrain from sensationalising

Today, we can celebrate the contribution that local
government has made in the expansion of social infrastructure

apparent doom and gloom, and instead focus on building upon
the solid foundations we’ve laid in the past decade and a half.

and services to poor households. This includes the basket of

The ultimate aim of this NMA, after all, is to ensure that despite

social services like free basic water, electricity, solid waste

the tough economic conditions, we do our utmost to meet the

collection and sanitation, many of which are often unappreciated

needs and aspirations of the people we serve and, in the long

as a demonstration of local government at work.

term, realise the objectives of the National Development Plan.

There is no doubt that these achievements are a product

Finally, it’s also an ideal time for us to reflect on the progress

of our consistent investment in municipal leadership, policies,

made, and the work we still need to do in our quest to create

processes and capacity for improved governance and

accountable, caring, responsive and people-centred local

accountability. SALGA has been at the forefront of creating

government. This is merely the latest chapter in the growing

a conducive and enabling environment for local government

and evolving story of democratic local government in our co-

to affect the developmental mandate, and be responsive to

operative governance journey. ▪
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“ If we could drInk the
ocean wouldn’t we
have enough water?”
At Hitachi, we’re inspired by challenging questions. That’s why
we’ve taken a different approach to help cities face the growing
pressure on their water supply. We’re committed to finding
integrated solutions that optimise the water resource circulation
cycle. Using our innovative information technologies, we’re
already making it happen with water treatment advances like
seawater desalination, water purification and sewage treatment
systems. The future deserves more than ready-made answers.
Hitachi Social Innovation.
social-innovation.hitachi.com
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THE NATIONAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The National Executive Committee (NEC) exercises the authority of SALGA in
between the National Conferences and National Members Assemblies. It consists
of the chairperson, three deputy chairpersons and SIX additional members, elected
separately by the National Conference, and provincial chairpersons who are exofficio members of the NEC. The NEC meets bimonthly and these meetings are
rotated between the nine provinces, allowing SALGA to engage with member
municipalities in all of our nation’s provinces. By Christian Schroeder

S

ALGA

is

an

autonomous

association

of

278

they may take on – we know you are all exceptionally gifted,

municipalities, with its mandate derived from the

unwaveringly dedicated and true citizens of this Rainbow

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. We are

Nation. We thank you for your service.

the voice and sole representative of local government. SALGA

We would like to officially welcome those members

interfaces with Parliament, the National Council of Provinces

who have joined our ranks in the last two years. You have been

(NCOP), the Cabinet and provincial legislatures.

selected for your passion, your motivation and your talent

The NEC stands at the head of SALGA, guiding

to serve on the highest body of local government in the

the association in strategy and policy. Our accomplishments

Republic. We have absolute faith that you will fulfil your

as an organisation could never be reached without a

duties with the utmost respect and love for South Africa, in

National Executive Committee filled with individuals of

order to continue the collective effort of all of SALGA to make

exceptional vision and ambition. We thank the NEC for

our country a place that values each and every one of its

its perseverance and dedication in seeing South Africa grow

citizens, that uplifts those in need and rewards those who

and prosper.

achieve beyond their capacity.

Since we last gathered in 2013, we have bid farewell to

Finally, to all our members, we say thank you, good luck

various members of the NEC. To those colleagues who have

and carry on the excellence that South Africans have come to

moved on, we wish them good luck with any and all endeavours

expect from their local municipalities. ▪
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Technology-based supply chain
management solutions designed
for the public sector
Public sector organisations and agencies in South Africa face specific challenges. ICT-Works
has developed a comprehensive suite of solutions that cover the full supply chain life cycle,
and make compliance easy.
All tiers of government, particularly local government have
the responsibility for delivering services against a backdrop of
mounting impatience from citizens.
Technology is a business enabler that assists organisations
to reduce costs and the need for human intervention; thus
allowing public sector entities to make the best use of their
human resources.
“The key requirement for any technology solution for the public
sector is that it is founded on a deep understanding of the
entire supply chain life cycle, and that’s just what the ICT-Works
solutions have achieved,” says Xoliswa Kakana, Group CEO And
Executive Chair, ICT-Works. “Our Supply Chain Management
solutions, m-Procure and g-Procure are designed for local
and national/provincial governments respectively, and are built
on the fundamentals of the Municipal Finance Management
Act (MFMA) and Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). Our
Public Sector Supply Chain Management solution covers all
mandated supply chain processes and is used by the National
Treasury itself.”

Xoliswa Kakana Group CEO And Executive Chair, ICT-Works

Key features:
• Complete compliance with Public Sector SCM
Guidelines

World-class technology with a local flavour
Our solutions are built on the Oracle platform ensuring
ultimate reliability and world-class performance. They have
been designed with the unique needs of the South African
public sector in mind, and require minimal customisation, at
a low maintenance cost. As a result, total cost of ownership is
minimised, and a user-friendly interface means that additional
IT resources are generally unnecessary.
ICT-Works’ solutions are fully integrateable with existing
systems, and can be run on clients premises, or hosted securely.
“Implementation of such solutions is typically a huge, lengthy and
costly exercise. But we have developed a robust implementation
methodology using pre-existing templates for rapid and successful
deployments,” says Kakana.

• Enhanced governance to support improved
service delivery
• Standardised, automated business processes to
embed best practice
• Ease of integration through open integration
standards
• Flexible acquisition options: Buy outright (Capex)
or pay as you go (subscription-based via Opex)
• Intergrateable with your existing financial or
enterprise resource
• Job role-specific training material to support
effective change management and buy-in from
users

To arrange for a full consultation aimed at solving your supply chain and procurement challenges, please contact us:

ict-works.co.za

ICT-Works (Pty) Ltd
Johannesburg
Mellis Park, Block F, 2nd Floor,
Cnr Autumn and Mellis Roads,
Rivonia, Johannesburg

Cape Town
Tel:
011 234 7040
Fax:
011 234 7322
Email: info@ict-works.co.za

De Tijger Office Park
Cnr Hannes Louw & McIntyre Drive,
Parow, Cape Town

Tel:
021 834 8400
Fax:
086 510 5347
Email: info@ict-works.co.za
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From left, Deputy Mayor
Thobani Zuma, Mayor
Chris Ndlela, Municipal
Manager Mxolisi Nkosi.

Msunduzi
Municipality

2030 STRATEGY

A WELL-SERVICED
CITY

Pietermaritzburg

M

sunduzi Municipality is one of seven local municipalities within
the Umgungundlovu District family of municipalities, and
accommodates a diverse population with a rich culture and heritage.

The municipality indeed does have a good story to tell about development

in Msunduzi, and a lot of development has taken place in order to improve
the lives of our people. It has always been of great importance for us to

AN ACCESSIBLE
AND CONNECTED
CITY

focus on our citizens, ensuring the implementation of service delivery in both
rural and urban areas. No political democracy can survive and flourish if the
majority of our people remain in poverty, without land and without tangible
prospects for a better life. Attacking poverty and deprivation must therefore
be the first priority of a democratic government.
We believe in our shared vision 2030 – to be the city of choice, second to
none. We are striving to develop a city where the entire citizenry can:

ENJOY a well-run city
LIVE peacefully.
MOVE about freely and in a cost-effective manner.
WORK to earn a living, thereby reducing unemployment, poverty, and

A CLEAN,
GREEN
CITY

inequality.

PLAY to lead a healthy lifestyle, thus increasing life expectancy.

To achieve this vision, Msunduzi Municipality is focusing
on six strategic priorities and related targets, as shown
in the table (right).
Msunduzi Municipality contact details:
The office of the Municipal Manager
Mr M.A Nkosi
033 392 2002/2882
municipal.manager@msunduzi.gov.za

“City Of Choice, Second to none”
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A FRIENDLY, SAFE,
ECONOMICALLY
PROSPEROUS CITY

A FINANCIALLY VIABLE AND
WELL-GOVERNED CITY

ADVERTORIAL

TARGETS
l Reliable, high-quality supply of water, sanitation, energy and waste services – to all.
l Energy prices are affordable to residents.
l Use of renewable sources of energy is widespread.
l City-wide waste collection and disposal services to domestic households are available to all residents.
l Recovery, re-use and recycling of waste are maximised. The volume of waste disposal to landfill is minimised.
l Life spans of landfill sites are extended.
l Waste infrastructure and services contribute towards a healthier population.
l A diversity of private (cars, bikes, walking) and public (trains, buses, taxis) transport options, using a range of adequate
physical infrastructure (roads, rail, bikeways, walkways) is readily available to all residents.
l Housing backlogs are significantly reduced with human settlement patterns reflecting inclusive demographics.
l Reliable telecommunications networks provide access to learning and information opportunities in homes, schools and
workplaces. Business and industry embrace high-speed broadband networks to become more productive and innovative.
Energy efficiency is promoted by telecommuting.
l Social infrastructure supports healthy lifestyles, learning opportunities and community cohesion.
l Health infrastructure is readily available and meets community needs.
l Major recreational infrastructure (sports stadia and cultural venues) contribute to the city’s economy by allowing for
world-class events and tourism.
l Msunduzi has widespread use of renewable energy supplies, including but not limited to, solar, wind and hydro power.
l The city continually increases investment in delivering more sustainable energy technologies.
l Communities benefit from a linked public open-space network providing for a range of sporting, cultural and recreational uses.
l Urban renewal and greening is recognised by communities and the business fraternity as contributing to environmental and
ecological sustainability as well as supporting future residential, commercial and industrial development.
l Separate development of the past will be forgotten as the city proactively promotes and engineers social cohesion across all
its objectives, geographic spread, racial groupings, class identities, religious formations and political affiliations.
l People will enjoy working together and helping each other in local neighbourhoods and in the broader community.
Msunduzi’s friendly, outdoor life is enlivened by an interesting range of local and regional celebrations.
l Civil society organisations and community participation are critical elements of Msunduzi’s safety and security strategies.
l Community policing forums are active in community safety centres established across the city.
l The city absorbs young people into a job creation social compact between the council, private businesses and the non-profit
sector – with the support of institutions of learning.
l By 2030, Msunduzi will have a strong, diversified and resilient economy, using its competitive advantages to deliver
prosperity, high employment and quality jobs for all the city residents.
l Msunduzi is a city with sound financial-management systems, reduced dependency on grants and able to timely and
accurately account for public resources and with effective anti-corruption measures.
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OUR WORK
OUR VISION

Lobby, Advocacy and Represent: This refers to

To be an association of municipalities that is at the cutting-

representing the interests of members in legislatures and

edge of quality and sustainable services.

other policy-making and oversight structures. It also refers
to engaging with various stakeholders in public debates and

OUR MISSION

other platforms in the interest of local government.

To be consultative, informed, mandated, credible and

Employer Body: This refers to being an effective employer

accountable to our members, and to provide value for money.

that represents its members. This representation is carried out
in collective bargaining, as stipulated in the Labour Relations

OUR VALUES

Act. However, it also includes various other structures

l

Responsiveness

l

Dynamism

l

Innovation

l

Excellence

OUR MANDATE

including, but not limited to, those established in the South
African Local Government Bargaining Council.

Capacity Building: This refers to facilitating capacitybuilding initiatives in municipalities through representing

A developmental local government is an essential part of the

member interests in the Local Government Sector Education

public sector. National growth and development imperatives are

Authority (LGSETA).

dependent on the ability of local government to deliver on its

Support and Advise: SALGA needs to provide the tools and

mandate. SALGA has to utilise the resources and partnerships

services that enable municipalities to understand and interpret

at its disposal to build a local government sector that has the

trends, policies and legislation affecting local government, and

required capacity to facilitate poverty alleviation, economic

to implement them.

development and the creation of jobs, and harness the socio-

Strategic Profiling: Build the profile and image of local

economic opportunities that the state has geared itself to

government within South Africa and outside the country.

provide for its people. SALGA serves as the representative voice

Knowledge and Information Sharing: This refers

of all 278 municipalities. Since its establishment, the association

to building and sharing a comprehensive hub of local

has endeavoured to bring focus to its mandate of supporting

governmental knowledge and intelligence. This will enable

local government transformation in a complex environment.

the informed delivery of the other mandates of SALGA. The

This has been characterised by a highly diverse membership-

knowledge hub is also a useful reference point for all who seek

base of municipalities. Its mandate rests on six pillars:

local government information. ▪
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CELEBRATING LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
Looking back at the past 15 years of local government, South Africa
has much to celebrate in terms of transformation and service delivery.
And now it’s time to get back to the basics. By Duma Gqubule

O

ver the past two decades, South Africa has created

were very little local government experience, capacity or

a democratic system of local government that has

infrastructure. However, today there are still numerous

extended basic services to millions of households

challenges that include: remaining infrastructure backlogs;

that did not receive them before. In 1994, the country’s first

continuing weaknesses in service delivery; budget constraints;

democratic government inherited the legacy of a fragmented,

inadequate human resource capacity; poor audit outcomes;

undemocratic, racist system of local government, which had

and the social distance of public representatives, which has

created deteriorating conditions in township areas, violent

contributed towards social delivery protests. To address these

protests and extensive rent and consumer boycotts against

issues, Pravin Gordhan, Minister of Co-operative Governance

illegitimate apartheid structures.

and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), has launched the ‘Back to

The achievements since 1994 are remarkable, especially
considering that many of the new local municipalities were
established from scratch in areas with little history, capacity

Basics’ campaign to build a responsive, caring and accountable
local government.
The

South

African

Local

Government

Association

or institutional foundations in place to develop a new system

(SALGA) has commissioned a report, which conducted a

of democratic local government. Before 2000, outside of

comprehensive review of the past two decades of democratic

the major urban areas and established ‘white’ towns, there

local government. The report, Local Government 20 Year
Post Democracy (1994 – 2014), outlines the evolution of
democratic local government in four phases. It also evaluates
the challenges in establishing organised local government;
the difficulties of bedding down municipal powers, functions,
roles and responsibilities; trends in service delivery; the fiscal
framework and financial management; issues relating to
institutionalising democracy; and the numerous government

Pravin Gordhan,
Minister of Co-operative
Governance and
Traditional Affairs
(CoGTA).

support programmes that preceded Minister Gordhan’s
ambitious ‘Back to Basics’ campaign.

THE FOUR PHASES IN THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF DEMOCRATIC LOCAL GOVERNMENT
The first phase covers the period before 1994, which saw the
emergence of Local Government Negotiating Forums. In 1982,
the Black Local Authorities Act led to the establishment of
black local authorities to service townships.
These areas had limited powers or revenues from rates;
white local authorities collected their limited revenues. Fullyfledged municipalities managed white areas with adequate
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powers, functions and rates income for providing services.
Regional Service Councils (RSCs) and Joint Services Boards
(JSBs) were established during this period to channel funds
into turbulent black areas. But the strategy did not succeed.
The lack of legitimacy of black local authorities became the
rallying point for mass mobilisation during the 1980s. Civic
organisations emerged with concrete demands, as illustrated
in the slogan: ‘One City, One Tax Base’. By the early 1990s,
conditions in townships had become untenable, with an urgent
need to resolve crippling boycotts. The Soweto Accord led to
a R500m write-off of rent areas and the establishment of the
Johannesburg Metropolitan Chamber, which was the country’s
first local government negotiating forum.

‘The interim Constitution and the Local
Government Transition Acts failed to
provide clear powers for the interim
councils…’
Similar forums were established throughout SA, and they
served as important training grounds for future councillors and
members of provincial legislature. By 1993, local government
was a core issue at the Multiparty Negotiating Forum. Finally,
an agreement was reached on a phased local government
transition process, a so-called safe landing.
The second phase saw the establishment of the Local
Government Negotiating Forum (LGNF), which included

During the interim phase (1995 – 2000), 843 transitional

representatives from national government, organised local

councils were established throughout the country. Again, there

government, the South African National Civics Association

was skewed representation in councils, with the former white

(SANCO), trade unions and political parties. The negotiations

local authorities getting a guaranteed 30% representation.

led to the enactment of the Local Government Transition Act,

Under this system, there were two-tier metropolitan councils;

which set out three phases for the establishment of democratic

other councils had a one-tier system. The interim Constitution

local government. During the pre-interim phase (1993 – 1995),

and the Local Government Transition Acts failed to provide

the negotiating forums became statutory structures in which

clear powers for the interim councils, leaving the allocation

local white communities, notwithstanding their relatively

of functions to be regulated by provinces. During this phase,

small numbers, were guaranteed equal representation in the

the foundation for the final phase in local government

newly amalgamated local authorities.

transformation was established. This included the adoption

These holding structures – commonly referred to as ‘Local

of the final Constitution, which outlined the framework for

Governments of Unity’ – became an important mechanism

democratic and developmental local government; the drafting

for creating some stability at the local level before the

of the Green and White Papers of local government; and the

first national and provincial elections in 1995 and the local

passing of various laws, such as the Municipal Demarcation

government elections in 1995.

and Structures Acts and the Organised Local Government Act.
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The Municipal Demarcation Board was established in 1999.

Government. Rather, this information was spread across a

It was given the responsibility of demarcating municipal and

number of other laws, such as the Municipal Systems, Municipal

ward boundaries for the first fully democratic local government

Finance Management, and the Intergovernmental Relation Acts.

elections, which were held in December 2000.

In 2000, a law was passed that required the establishment of a

The final phase of democratic local government (from 2000

single bargaining chamber for negotiating salaries and wages

to present day) saw the establishment of 284 municipalities.

for the local government sector. After the 2000 elections, many

For the first time, the country had a system of wall-to-wall

councillors and officials entered the sector for the first time

municipalities. Also, for the first time, local government was

with little or no experience of local government. This was at a

established, as required by the Constitution, as a third and

time of significant spatial reconfiguration and the establishment

independent sphere of government with the right to govern

of new structures and systems.

on its own initiative. In line with the Constitution, there were
three categories of municipalities: Category A single-tier
metropolitan municipalities; Category B local municipalities;

‘It was only in 2011 – 15 years after

and Category C district municipalities, which contained two or

it was established – that SALGA

more local municipalities.

emerged as a unified structure

ESTABLISHING ORGANISED
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

in which all provincial associations

SALGA was established in 1996 during uncertain times, before

and municipalities participated.’

the establishment of a local government policy and legal
framework. According to SALGA’s 20 Year Review report,

SALGA needed to find its feet, while providing urgent

the Organised Local Government Act of 1997 contained no

support in order to stabilise municipalities. In 2002, a decision

description of the roles and responsibilities of Organised Local

was made to establish SALGA as a unitary structure for the
effective management of the organisation’s mandate through
the creation of a single voice for local government. There
were huge challenges in amalgamating a provincial local
government association, which were addressed during many
years of negotiations and interventions. It was only in 2011 –
15 years after it was established – that SALGA emerged as
a unified structure in which all provincial associations and
municipalities participated. Similarly, the unfolding of SALGA’s
mandate in terms of legislation took about 11 years until 2007.
In 2012, SALGA developed its first strategic plan that was
approved by all nine provinces.
Achievements include: the introduction of a sophisticated
wage curve for different categories of municipalities; the
conclusion of a range of collective bargaining agreements; the
reduction of the number of medical aids from more than 50
to six; and significant gains made towards the establishment
of a single pension fund for local government. In relation to

Umzimkhulu Local
Municipality introduces
the Indigent Policy, which
provides support for
low-income households.
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fulfilling its employer body responsibility, SALGA has also
developed numerous handbooks and training manuals on the
management of labour relations. SALGA has implemented
extensive capacity-building initiatives and recorded more than
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President Jacob Zuma discusses policy issues with the National Council of Provinces (NCOP).

17 000 training sessions during 2012. The organisation has

many challenges in implementing the division of powers

also gained prominence as an effective and respected voice

between local and district municipalities. Instead of ‘taking

of local government, representing its views at the National

the plunge’ and allowing the system to be implemented as

Council of Provinces (NCOP), and influencing the development

anticipated in the legislation, an amendment was made to

of policies and laws that have an impact on the sector.

the Municipal Structures Act to allow the new municipalities

Current challenges include the fragmentation of SALGA’s

to continue performing the ‘status quo’ of the interim phase

roles and responsibilities and the lack of a clear articulation

of local government transformations for another two years.

of the organisation’s mandate. This has contributed towards

Therefore, a number of municipalities failed to develop the

municipalities having expectations of the organisation that go

required capacities.

beyond its roles and responsibilities, in a manner that starts

According to Section 84(3), the Minister of Local Government

blurring with those of the National Department of Co-operative

may, after consultation, authorise a local municipality to

Governance. Also, the rolling extension of its responsibilities

perform the water, sanitation, electricity and municipal

has not been coupled with a review of its funding model.

health services. Section 85 allows the provincial member of

Therefore, there is an urgent need for a systematic review of

the executive council (MEC) to adjust the remaining powers

SALGA’s mandate that also develops a new funding model for

and functions between district and local municipalities. But

the organisation.

this must be done when the municipality does not have the

MUNICIPAL POWERS AND FUNCTIONS,
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Local government’s powers and functions are outlined in the

capacity and the MDB’s assessment of capacity has been
considered. Some provinces have had no strategy or policy
for guiding these ‘MEC adjustments’, and as a result, those
implemented were frequently ad hoc and incoherent.

Constitution (Schedule 4 Part B and Schedule 5 Part B), with

Over time, numerous anomalies have emerged, with some

metropolitan councils being responsible for all of the listed

provincial functions being performed by municipalities, which

functions. However, the Constitution requires a division of

are often required to subsidise these services. Also, national

powers and functions between local and district municipalities,

and provincial governments have taken over responsibility for

which are outlined in Section 84 of the Municipal Structures

local functions. There are also functions performed by the

Act. The SALGA 20 Year Review report says there have been

national and provincial spheres of government, which would be
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better located at the local level, for example, in housing. Other

access to regular waste-removal services increased to

functions, such as roads and health services, span all three

9.1 million in 2011 from 6.3 million in 2001, an increase of

spheres of government. The overlaps lead to duplications in

2.8 million. The report observes that greater progress has

service provision and a lack of clarity about cut-off points for

been made in those functions that involved other agencies in

the responsibility of each sphere. Therefore, there is an urgent

the delivery process, such as Eskom and water boards. But

need to develop a rational policy framework for the division of

there has been less progress in waste removal, a service,

powers and functions across all spheres of government.

which is provided by municipalities alone.

SERVICE DELIVERY
Local government has made significant achievements in

FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

increasing access to basic services to millions of households.

The Constitution gives municipalities the right to impose rates

According to the 20 Year Review, the number of households

on property and service charges. It also says local government

with access to the a basic level of water services (one stand

is entitled to an equitable share of revenue raised nationally to

pipe within 200m) increased to 12.3 million in 2011 from

enable it to provide basic services and perform the functions

8.1 million in 2001, an increase of 4.2 million. As a result,

allocated to it. The White Paper on Local Government said a

South Africa achieved the United Nations (UN) Millennium

new fiscal framework for local government must recognise

Development Goal (MDG) of halving the proportion of the

and accommodate the differences between municipalities.

population without access to a basic level of water in 2008,

Some municipalities, particularly those in rural areas, did

well before the 2015 target date. However, there are still

not have an adequate tax base to fund even the delivery of

major infrastructure backlogs if one uses a higher level of

a minimum level of basic services. However, the 20 Year

service. The number of households with water in their homes

Review notes that the White Paper still made an underlying

increased to 46% in 2011 from 32% in 2011.

assumption that the average municipality was able to finance
90% of its expenditure out of its own revenue; this resulted in

‘The 20 Year Review says there has been

the underfunding of service delivery.

growing concern with respect to constantly

RSC and JSB levies should be retained as an important source

changing ward boundaries from one

of revenue until an alternative source of funding was identified.

election to the next.’

The White Paper also recommended that the apartheid-era

The levies were removed with no replacement, which
significantly reduced the revenue of district municipalities. In
1998, the government introduced an equitable share formula,

The number of households with access to electricity increased

which had two components: basic services and municipal

to 12.2m in 2011 from 5.2m in 1996, an increase of 7 million

institutional grants. A new formula was introduced in 2006.

households. Access to a basic level of sanitation (a ventilated

There were various problems with the formula, which has

pit latrine as opposed to the bucket system) increased to

resulted in another review. According to the Budget Review

83% of households in 2012 from just over 50% in 1995. The

2014, government transfers now account for 27% of municipal

number of households with access to this level of service

revenues. But there are huge disparities in the ability of

increased to 9.9 million households in 2011 from 4.5 million

municipalities to generate their own revenue. Government

households in 1996, an increase of 5.4 million households. Using

transfers account for 17% of the revenues of metros, compared

a higher level of service, there is still a significant infrastructure

with a figure of 73% for the 70 most rural municipalities. ‘The

backlog. The number of households with a toilet in the house

new local government equitable share formula supports

increased to 57% in 2011 from 50% in 2001.

municipalities with lower revenue-raising potential. As a

The 20 Year Review says the municipal management of
waste removal is an area that has seen the least improvement
in the delivery of services. The number of households with
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result, over 50% of 2014/15 allocations go to the more rural
local and district municipalities,’ the National Treasury says.
Other financial management challenges include the
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South Africa’s democratic election process.

persistence of poor audit outcomes and the rising level of

council through a ward-based system. Metropolitan councils

municipal debt. Despite the introduction of CoGTA’s Operation

and local municipalities have 50% proportional representation

Clean Audit programme between 2009 and 2014, the 20 Year

from political parties and 50% from the wards within the

Review found that irregular expenditure increased to R7bn

municipal area as a whole. District councils comprised 60%

in the 2011 financial year from R3bn in 2009. For the 2013

of councillors representing local municipalities within the

financial year, 122 municipalities (44%) received unqualified

district and 40% proportional representation from political

audits with or without findings. Such municipalities generally

parties. The Municipal Structures Act outlines the procedures

have good financial management practises. But there were only

and criteria for ward delimitation. The key purpose of wards is

20 municipalities with unqualified audits without findings – the

to facilitate and support local democracy through the election

so-called clean audits. Municipal debt has soared to R93bn

of a candidate to represent the residents of that ward in the

due to inadequate billing systems, poor metering systems,

municipal council. The 20 Year Review says there has been

affordability, dissatisfaction with services, and high tariffs.

growing concern with respect to constantly changing ward

INSTITUTIONALISING DEMOCRACY

boundaries from one election to the next. Generally, ward
boundaries have greater stability in low density or commercial

The December 2000 elections marked the beginning of a new

farming areas. High population density areas, such as metros

era of democratic local government. Municipalities included

and the traditional local authority areas, demonstrate higher

both proportional and locally elected representation on

levels of instability or ward mobility. Over the years, the MDB
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has lost significant credibility over the ward delimitation

access to basic services; build capacity by enhancing the skills of

process, but there are many other role-players influencing

management and councillors; improve audit outcomes, financial

ward outcomes, such as the minister and the MEC.

management and administrative systems; increased policy
co-ordination; the provision of grants to address infrastructure;

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT PROGRAMMES

and basic services backlogs. However, there have been few
tangible improvements, and there has been an increase in

There have been numerous policy reviews and initiatives aimed
at addressing these continuing weaknesses in local government.

service-delivery protests.

They include: the Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure

BACK TO BASICS

Programme (2001); Project Consolidate (2004 – 2006); Siyenza

In September 2014, Minister of CoGTA Pravin Gordhan

Manje (2006); the Local Government Strategic Agenda (2007

launched the ‘Back to Basics’ campaign at the Presidential

– 2011); the Local Government Turnaround Strategy (2009);

Summit for Local Government. He said institutional incapacity

and Operation Clean Audit (2009 – 2014). These initiatives were

and widespread poverty had undermined the sustainability of

similar and sought to enhance participatory democracy; extend

the local government project, leading in some instances to a
catastrophic breakdown in services. ‘The viability of certain
municipalities is a key concern. The low rate of collection of

Low-cost housing project
adjacent to Freedom
Square in Kliptown, Soweto.

revenue continues to undermine the ability of municipalities to
deliver services to communities. Social distance by our public
representatives is a major cause for concern. This reflects
inadequate public participation and the functionality of ward

PHOTO: CHRIS KIRCHHOFF, MEDIACLUBSOUTHAFRICA.COM

councillors and committees. The service-delivery protests
are a reflection of community frustration with these failures
and have generated a negative narrative and perceptions of
municipalities,’ he said.
The ‘Back to Basics’ campaign has five pillars: putting
people first and engaging with communities; delivering basic
services; good governance; sound financial management;
and building capabilities. According to the CoGTA ministry’s
assessment, a third of municipalities are doing well; a third
have the potential to do well; and a third are not doing well.
The top municipalities have above-average performance.
They deliver on developmental mandates and innovate. The
middle group of municipalities performs the basics. They have
acceptable levels of service delivery but are functioning below
an acceptable level. The bottom group of municipalities are
performing at an unacceptable level. They have corruption,
negative audit outcomes, poor service delivery and no
community engagement. The priority is to get all municipalities
out of the dysfunctional state. There should be no municipality
that is below the middle path. The Department of CoGTA will
support municipalities on the middle path to progress to the
Blankets donated
to the Red Cross
Children’s Hospital.
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top path and stay there. It will also support and incentivise
municipalities that are in the top path to stay there. There will
also be targeted and brisk response to corruption and fraud. ▪
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Righting the wrongs of the past comes down to a
Righting the wrongs of the past comes down to a
simple formula: help previously disadvantaged people
simple formula: help previously disadvantaged people
to get all the opportunities they deserve.
to get all the opportunities they deserve.
It’s why we’re committed to transformation, not just at
It’s why we’re committed to transformation, not just at
at Sasria, but throughout the financial industry.
at Sasria, but throughout the financial industry.
Since 2003, our CSI focus has been to identify and
Since 2003, our CSI focus has been to identify and
develop mathematical and analytical skills amongst
develop mathematical and analytical skills amongst
black students. Then to expose these fine young minds
black students. Then to expose these fine young minds

to career opportunities in actuarial science.
to career opportunities in actuarial science.
The result of our efforts?
The result of our efforts?
To date, 177 students have graduated from our Sasria
To date, 177 students have graduated from our Sasria
Actuarial Development Programme, and have gained
Actuarial Development Programme, and have gained
full-time employment.
full-time employment.
And 18 students have qualified as actuaries.
And 18 students have qualified as actuaries.
So it all adds up to an equality we can all be proud of.
So it all adds up to an equality we can all be proud of.

For more information visit www.sasria.co.za or E mail: contactus@sasria.co.za or contact us on +27 11 214 0800
For more information visit www.sasria.co.za
or E services
mail: contactus@sasria.co.za
contact us on +27 11 214 0800
Authorised Financial
provider, License no: or
39117
Authorised Financial services provider, License no: 39117

Being socially responsible
is part of good corporate
governance

S

asria SOC Limited (Sasria) is committed to being

The intervention was successful; the school obtained a

a responsible corporate entity that continuously

93% pass rate, of which 50% was with admission to university

assesses its impact on the social environment, the

in 2013. In the 2014 academic year, the school obtained a

marketplace, the workplace and the natural environment.

We further invest in the development of actuaries through

far been focused on education and youth, but it’s now being

The South African Actuarial Development Programme this

extended to include skills development, humanitarian relief

programme is Sasria’s flagship CSI initiative. The programme

and economic empowerment.

focuses on harnessing Mathematical skills within previously

Sasria allocates the largest portion of its CSI spend to a

disadvantaged communities. SAADP was established in 2003,

range of educational initiatives, focusing on tertiary and school

and to date it has produced 177 graduates, 18 of which have

interventions. The focus on youth and education is based on

qualified as actuaries. The number of qualified actuaries has

the belief that to change our economic and social future, we

increased from 13 in the previous year to 18. All graduates are

need to invest in our youth and their education. The aim is to

employed in actuarial functions within the finance sector.

build capacity within the financial sector, and ultimately in the
country as a whole, to reduce the unemployment rate and
increase participation in the economy. Our focus on education

Sasria funded 167 students during 2014 at three universities,
(WITS, UCT, and UP).

follows a holistic approach that includes extra tuition on all

BURSARY SCHEME

subjects with a particulor focus on Mathematics and Science,

During the 2014 academic year, Sasria granted 33 bursaries:

skills development, infrastructure development, teachers’

15 (47%) for females and 17 (53%) for males. Twenty-seven of

leadership development and learners’ welfare.

these students have passed and are furthering their studies.

Sasria employees have become directly involved in CSI, to

Three students have completed their studies and one has been

improve the communities in which we operate. To this end,

added to the graduate programme of the company as an intern

Sasria has renovated a library and installed Wi-Fi at Swartkop

within the Marketing Department.

Valley Primary School. Sasria also adopted Lodirile Secondary
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95% pass rate.

The organisation’s corporate social investment (CSI) has thus

School through the Adopt a School Foundation two years ago.

MATHS AND SCIENCE SUPPORT PROGRAMME

The school’s governing body was put through a leadership and

Sasria partnered with the Gauteng Department of Education

strategic planning programme, which focused on developing

(GDE) through the Sci-Bono Discovery Centre, and provided

strategic guidance and creating the high morale needed to

learner-support programme for Grade 12 learners. This

manage a school environment that’s conducive to excellent

programme mainly focused on revision for subjects like

teaching and learning.

Mathematics, Science, Accounting and Economics.
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Sasria expanded its reach with its Maths and Science

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

programme by supporting two schools in KwaZulu-Natal,

In order to contribute to the economy, enterprise development,

namely Menzi High School and Nwabi High School. The schools

and empowerment, Sasria’s procurement policy and procedures,

were provided with examination preparation at Grade 8, 9 and 12

ensures that we utilise services from providers with a Level-4

levels, which resulted in the Matric pass rate moving from 25%

B-BBEE rating and above.

to 79% at Nwabi High School and Menzi High School attaining
a 100% pass rate, of which 79% achieved university entrance.

LOOKING AHEAD

Sasria extended bursaries to the top performing students to

Sasria’s focus for the next four years is to expand the CSI focus

further their studies, and five students were granted bursaries.

countrywide. ▪

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT – INTERN PROGRAMME
Sasria placed five of the graduates it was funding through
the bursary scheme on a two-year graduate programme
in partnership with partners in the insurance industry.
This programme is fully funded by Sasria; the business
partners provide graduates with technical skills, while Sasria
compliments the programme by providing exposure to the
business environment, business etiquette and the development
of soft skills.
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A STRONG
PERFORMANCE REPORT
Based on findings from the previous performance report, SALGA is looking at
ways to further improve its mandate, and in so doing, contribute to transformation,
growth and development. By Rodney Weidemann

T

he 2013/14 financial year proved to be one filled

Council of Provinces (NCOP). This interaction allowed SALGA

with extraordinary milestones for South Africa, with

to raise strategic priority areas at the level where legislation is

the nation celebrating 20 years of democracy and

debated and assented to.

undertaking its fifth democratic elections. From a SALGA

‘Furthermore, SALGA developed an assessment report

perspective, this clearly demonstrates the maturation of the

on the functioning of audit committees, which resulted in a

democratic edifices within our country.

capacity-building programme for councillors. In the main, the

SALGA’s annual report for this period outlines a number of

training programme was aimed at improving the oversight

key successes and strategic goals the organisation has put in

roles of councillors over financial governance matters. It

place to continue delivering its mandate moving forward.

also enhanced the councillors’ understanding of roles and

These strategic goals represent the long-term outcomes

responsibilities of audit committees, municipal public accounts

that the organisation will champion as the basis for driving

committees and internal audit units. This capacity-building

service delivery, transformation, growth and development in

programme reached over 800 councillors, including those

the sector as a whole.

directly responsible for financial oversight.’

SIGNIFICANT STRIDES

SOLID FINANCIALS

SALGA CEO Xolile George explains: ‘SALGA has also

SALGA runs a very tight financial and administrative system.

made significant strides in the fight against corruption

Since attaining an unqualified audit report for the period

and maladministration, through improved oversight and

2009/2010, SALGA has led two more unqualified audits and

accountability mechanisms in municipalities. These include the

two ‘clean’ audits in the last two financial years.

establishment of Municipal Public Accounts Committees and

‘Speaking of financials, the year was characterised by solid

institutional systems and internal controls, which reduce the

financial performance, with a net surplus margin of 8% and

opportunities for corruption and maladministration.

an asset coverage rate of 47 times, compared to 20 times in

‘Much progress has also been made in the delivery of water
supply and sanitation services, and it is clear from the census

surplus of R31.3 million,’ says George.

statistics that local government must celebrate the major

He explains that the organisation is primarily funded by

gains made in the delivery and management of water services.’

membership levies that are levied to member municipalities.

Furthermore, continues George, much progress has been

During the past year, membership levy revenue remained the

made on climate change matters. Encouraging gains were

main source of revenue for SALGA, with membership levies

registered by a number of municipalities that have integrated

comprising 88% of total revenue. More crucially, as at 31 March

climate change responses in their Integrated Development

2014, the payment levels for membership levies stood at 92%.

Plans (IDPs), based on the risks and vulnerabilities identified in
the municipal space.
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the previous year. In addition, the operating results reflected a

‘The improved payment levels rate is due to the introduction
of an early settlement discount scheme that was implemented

SALGA also significantly improved its visibility in Parliament,

for the first time last year. Operating revenue was also ahead of

he adds, having a particularly prominent presence in the National

budget, with an overall positive variance of R8.7 million or 2.2%.’
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‘SALGA also recorded positive net assets of R77.3m; compared

SALGA also conducted a very important exercise involving

to R46.1m the previous year. This growth of assets was boosted

the scoping of a HR information-management system, he

by the strong financial performance throughout the year.’

continues. This will enable the organisation to interface

Finally, suggests George, in an effort to alleviate over-reliance

directly with its members, with a view to securing real-time

on a single source of revenue, such as membership fees, the

data that will inform the design and development of its

organisation has now developed a funding model. This model

service offering to municipalities.

is designed to address the structural underfunding of the

‘Future HR plans include the continued implementation

organisation versus its mandate vis-à-vis mandatory participation

of programmes and plans introduced during 2013/2014,

in Inter-Governmental Relations (IGR) structures, and has gone

as well as focusing on the development of a retention

before the Executive Authority and the National Treasury.

strategy document, assessment of individuals in terms

‘Currently, the SALGA NEC is lobbying the Executive

of the Performance Management System, recognising

Authority and the National Treasury to implement the funding

and rewarding innovations and ideas within SALGA, and

model, and it is anticipated that the new funding model will be

introducing of best-practice cost-effective recruitment

implemented from the 2015/2016 financial year,’ says George.

measures,’ George says.

HR PERFORMANCE
During the past year, effort was also put into repositioning the HR
function within SALGA, through the development of a proper HR
strategy that supports the achievement of SALGA’s objectives.

Quantum Leap

Steady Year-on Year Growth in Organisational
Performance

‘The human resources initiatives support the human capital
through key functions, including attraction, retention, capacitybuilding and skill development, and employee wellness. The
alignment and effectiveness of these functions has ensured
that SALGA has the right skill mix in the right positions at the
right time,’ states George.
He explains that every effort has been made to ensure that
the right people with the right skills are employed, and that
the current workforce is committed to take the organisation
forward in terms of its performance capability, resourcefulness
and delivering on its mandate.
‘The ethnic and gender breakdown of the staff complement
of 386 is such that, at present, SALGA has a majority of female

SALGA annual performance 2008-2014

employees and is proud to also have four women, from various

2008 - 09
2011 - 12

ethnic groups, as part of the executive echelon,’ he says.

2009 - 10
2012 - 13

2010 - 11
2013 - 14

‘The performance management process remains the
primary framework for performance assessment of SALGA
staff, with individual performance contracts aligned to

‘It is clear that performance-wise, the past year has been

the organisational scorecard to ensure operationalisation

an unqualified success, and should raise the bar for all of

of

Individual

our members in terms of what we should achieve in the

Performance Management System (IPMS) function was

forthcoming year. After all, only through close collaboration

integrated into the HR department, with effect from October

and a constant striving to achieve more will we be able to

2013, in order to ensure that perfor-mance management

ensure that the service delivery landscape of the country at

also gets integrated with the other related processes such as

large is enriched and we are able to build a better future for

learning, development and recruitment.’

all,’ concludes George. ▪

organisational

strategies.

Moreover,

the
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF THE NMA
The National Members Assembly (NMA) is a gathering of municipalities
and like-minded entities that allows for reflection on past successes and
the setting of objectives for the future. By Rodney Weidemann

T

he forthcoming National Members Assembly (NMA)

so too was the need to identify the residual challenges still

has another task of importance, above and beyond

confronting our municipalities. The previous NMA also took

dealing with the business of SALGA in accordance

time to celebrate those pockets of excellence and innovation

with the organisation’s constitution. The next NMA will also

that were identified in municipalities,’ he says.

be required to reflect on the 15-year journey that has occurred

‘Of course, one of the most important aspects of the last

since the birth of democratic local government in South Africa.

NMA was the conceptualisation of SALGA’s Centre for

This year’s NMA will take place from 24 – 26 March, at the

Leadership and Governance. This institution will be used as a

Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand, Gauteng. Not only

vehicle to enhance the capacities of our municipal councillors

will this NMA reflect on the key milestones of democratic

and the capabilities of their administrations.’

local government, but it will also focus on the march towards
the 2016 Local Government Elections.

Nkhahle adds that among the successes noted at the last
NMA was the significant improvements registered in the areas

With this in mind, says SALGA’s Seana Nkhahle, it would be

of budget management and financial expenditure, as well as

wise to reflect on the previous NMA, and the key outcomes

the meaningful increase in expenditure on conditional and

and commitments that were outlined at the event. Some

non-conditional grants.

1 246 delegates, drawn from 233 member municipalities and

‘We also noted the increased improvement of municipal audit

key stakeholders, attended the previous NMA, held in Cape

outcomes, with the financial year seeing all municipalities,

Town in November 2013. Nkhahle says it is this broad scope

for the first time, recording due compliance with submission

of delegates that plays a collective role in strengthening the

of financial statements for auditing purposes. Furthermore,

system of municipal governance in the country.

all 278 municipalities submitted their Section 71 reports for

‘As always with a meeting of this nature, the goals were

assessment,’ he explains.

multiple: reflection on the journey so far achieved was part of

‘The NMA also noted a decrease in unauthorised expenditure

it, as it is vital to contextualise the milestones and successes;

in municipalities, thanks to the introduction of new systems and

Delegates at the previous National Members Assembly (NMA) that was held in Cape Town in November 2013. The Assembly brings
together member municipalities and key stakeholders to reflect on past successes and review solutions for current and future challenges.
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controls, and better financial management. The establishment
of public accounts committees in 93% of the municipalities
and audit committees in 95% of municipalities, aimed at
enhancing oversight over internal controls and improving
political leadership, played a large role in this.’

REAFFIRMED COMMITMENTS
According to Nkhahle, those who attended the NMA also made
a point of reaffirming their commitment to playing a role in
overcoming challenges, as well as committing to innovating and
revitalising the economy, and creating employment in order to
meet the increasing demand of basic services for all.
‘It was also pointed out that there is a need to intensify
support to municipalities in the appointment of qualified
and skilled officials, and to continue to improve the skills
and capacities of councillors and officials. The Centre for
Leadership and Governance will be crucial in achieving this
goal in the future,’ Nkhahle adds.

The South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
stand at the National Members Assembly (NMA).

Members further committed to governing municipalities in
a honest, transparent, ethical and accountable manner, and to

‘We urgently need to build the capacity of municipalities and

strengthen local government communication and increase the

local government institutions, and the officials that run these,

participation of communities in governance processes.

to enable them to deliver what is expected of them. SALGA will

‘It was also noted that members must continue to provide

provide assistance here in a variety of ways, including through

support and development to youth, women and disabled

the SALGA Centre for Leadership and Governance. Furthermore,

individuals within our communities. They should also focus

the organisation will, through policy enablement and the setting

on improving the revenue base of municipalities, including the

up of structures and platforms – such as Municipal Public

enhancement of customer-relations management and the

Accounts Committees – to help manage issues that may arise.’

protection of the vulnerable households through municipal
social packages,’ he says.

TACKLING CORRUPTION

Nkhahle says that in light of the above, the other vital objective
of the last NMA was the launching of the Municipal Barometer.
This, he explains, is a tool that provides local government with
governance and development indicators, and provides data

While such commitments and milestones are worth considering,

which municipalities can use for planning and oversight, not to

Nkhahle suggests that it was equally important for the NMA

mention for benchmarking against different municipalities.

to appreciate the fact that challenges remain. For example,

‘While there are obviously multiple outcomes to an assembly

he says, the Assembly was forced to acknowledge that some

such as this, the focus on corruption and the launch of the

municipalities still have a long way to go before they can reassure

Municipal Barometer are clear highlights of the previous NMA.

citizens that they are managing their finances properly, and that

Ultimately, the NMA exists as an entity to help transform local

public money is being well spent.

government, in order to better enable it to meet the mandate

‘Thus, one of the most critical objectives of the last NMA

outlined for it by the South African Constitution,’ he says.

involved an extensive deliberation on local government’s anti-

‘Therefore, with the next National Members Assembly around

corruption strategy. The goal of this strategy is to effectively

the corner, SALGA once again looks forward to leading the drive

manage corruption, fraud and maladministration, and the

for such transformation through affirming the unquestionable

discussions culminated in all members signing a pledge to adhere

role of municipalities as engines for economic growth, job

to the SALGA principles and values we are championing.’ he says.

creation and overcoming SA’s fragmented spatial legacy.’ ▪
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GETTING SERVICE
DELIVERY RIGHT –
THE OUTCOME OF THE
2014 PMAs
Last year’s nine Provincial Members Assemblies provided organised local government
with a much-needed opportunity to reflect on its role in building a capable and
developmentally orientated public sector in line with Vision 2030. By Katherine Graham

T

he 2014 round of SALGA Provincial Members

National Executive Committee (NEC) held a lekgotla from

Assemblies (PMAs) were convened in accordance with

29 – 30 October last year in Pretoria, where the key themes

Section 15 of the SALGA Constitution, which provides

of the PMAs were discussed. ‘The aim of the lekgotla was to

that ‘a provincial member shall, at least once a year, hold a

consider the policy imperatives necessary for local government

meeting of members to be known and described in the notice,

to achieve better developmental outcomes, and implement

calling such meeting the Provincial Members Assembly’.

the National Development Plan,’ says Pauline Matsaung,

In order to reflect on the outcomes of the PMAs, SALGA’s

Alderman Chris Punt, Executive Mayor of Theewaterskloof Municipality.
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acting Director of SALGA.

Alderman Demetri Qually, SALGA Chairperson, Western Cape.
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The SALGA NEC Lekgotla was held at an auspicious time

spheres of government and stakeholders – for securing

in our nation’s history, with South Africa celebrating 20 years

substantial and accelerated progress on the strategic

of democracy in 2014. ‘This year we will be celebrating

priorities of the sector,’ George says.

15 years of democratic, developmental local government,
which is a significant milestone and should give us reason to

FOUR APEX PRIORITIES

pause to review the progress made by local government thus

The discussions and key interventions were structured

far,’ Matsaung adds.

along four thematic apex priorities: firstly, to review the

The lekgotla considered the strategic outcomes of the PMAs

legislative and policy framework impacting negatively on

held across the country, as well as the key policy interventions

the state of municipal governance; secondly, to provide a

required to improve local government and enable this sphere

sound financial management and fiscal framework for local

to

democracy,

government; thirdly, to build the capacity of the sector to

accountability and innovation. An important focus was on the

play its true developmental and transformational role;

‘Back to Basics’ initiative launched by President Jacob Zuma

and lastly, to establish SALGA as a centre of excellence

at the Presidential Local Government Policy Summit held on

and innovation, supported by knowledge, intelligence and

18 September 2014.

effective quality management.

BACK TO BASICS

made to date in delivering basic services, and that accelerating

During his opening address, SALGA Deputy Chairperson Mpho

service delivery to the most deprived is the responsibility of all

Nawa said the lekgotla presented an opportunity for organised

spheres of government and society as a whole,’ says George.

stimulate

people-centred

development,

‘Members broadly acknowledged local government progress

local government to reflect on the progress made in deepening
democracy and expanding coherent, equitable development
outcomes. He said the ‘Back to Basics’ programme required
municipalities to deliver on basic services – such as water,

‘We must set the agenda for action in the
remaining year on the identified gaps and

electricity, waste, transport and safety – and respond more

shortcomings, so that local government

readily to citizens’ service-delivery needs.

indeed has a more sound and conducive

‘In order to address the multiple challenges facing
municipalities, the SALGA NEC resolves to actively strengthen

policy and legislative framework to exercise

co-operative governance across all spheres of government,

its powers and perform its functions.’

and to continue building partnerships that are essential to
the delivery of efficient, effective and reliable services to

‘This took place in the context of critical engagement on the

communities, from the remote rural areas to large metropolitan

gains made in entrenching a good system of local democracy

cities,’ Nawa asserted. While much progress has been made, he

and delivering on key basic services, while continuing to pursue

said there is still substantial work to be done over the remaining

the local government transformation agenda.’

12 months of local government’s current term of office.

He says the PMAs took cognisance of the macro-changes,

According to SALGA CEO Xolile George, the 2014 PMAs

which took place in 2014, impacting on the sector’s strategic

broadly reflected on the progress made over the past year

focus and delivery potential. On the impetus of a new provincial

in the attainment of the apex priorities or strategic goals in

and national government, a new Medium-Term Strategic

each particular province against the five-year SALGA Strategy

Framework (2014–19) and the introduction of the ‘Back

(2012–17). These priorities were considered in light of the

to Basics’ approach, the imperative for intergovernmental

external environment, as well as the changes that are likely to

planning and co-operation in order to enhance service delivery

impact on the organisation’s strategic orientation.

was highlighted, in particular with regard to land-use planning,

‘The PMAs reviewed the opportunities and constraints

housing, water, sanitation, electricity and social services.

in terms of resources, institutional arrangements and the

However, George adds that while members collectively

key interventions necessary – by the sector itself and other

recognised that progress had been made to date, the lack
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of access to basic services for many households remains

intergovernmental debt and rising consumer indebtedness,

an obstacle to achieving sustainable social and economic

the declining revenue base of municipalities, compliance with

development. In addition, he says spatial transformation

laws and regulations, infrastructure funding and renewal, and

remains a critical imperative to realise developmental local

maintenance of existing infrastructure.

government. ‘Spatial arrangements in many municipalities

‘Members collectively agreed that the remainder of

still portray the characteristics of segregation and separation

this term must be characterised by high expectation and

as espoused by the previous regime,’ he says.

RESPONDING TO URGENT CHALLENGES
SALGA’s top executives were frank in recognising the

municipalities still portray the characteristics

challenges that continue to plague local government, such

of segregation and separation as espoused

as the year-on-year increase in community protests, the

by the previous regime.’

undesirable findings of the Auditor-General in assessing
muncipalities’ financial reports, and incidents of corruption

demand for stable, dedicated leadership,’ comments

and maladministration in municipalities, which threaten to

George. He reiterates that there is a need to respond to the

undermine and erode much of the progress achieved to date.

urgent challenges facing the local government sector and

‘There are governance challenges which require immediate

that municipalities have to get the basics right and improve

strategic, administrative and political attention, as well

on governance fundamentals.

as questions pertaining to audit outcomes and financial

‘To do so, members specifically resolved to strengthen

management,’ states George. The NEC noted with dismay

oversight capacity to be robust and resilient to withstand the

that there were few consequences for malfeasance and

forces of corruption and maladministration, and increase the

incapacity among municipal leaders. Other key challenges are

participation of communities in the governance processes of

Provincial Members
Assembly registration.
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THE ‘BACK TO BASICS’ ACTION PLAN
During the Presidential Local
Government Summit held in
Midrand in September last year,
President Jacob Zuma called on all
municipalities to take more decisive
actions in involving communities and
community organisations in matters
affecting local government. The
Summit was attended by mayors,
speakers, chief whips, municipal
managers, and chief financial
officers from South Africa’s 278
municipalities. Traditional leaders,
members of SALGA, business and
professional bodies, trade unions and
civil society organisations were also
part of the Summit.
President Zuma urged the local
government sector to recommit to
provide services in a professional
and caring manner, which recognises
each resident as a valuable client.
‘Going “back to basics” will mean
that each municipality will actively
interact with the community
and promote ongoing two-way
communication in every ward,’ he
said. ‘Municipalities must ensure
that all programmes which are
implemented at local level are
clearly communicated and reported
to communities.’

Delegates agreed to formulate an
urgent ‘Back to Basics’ action plan,
which all municipalities need to
support in order to strengthen local
government in getting the basics
right. President Zuma emphasised
that the people’s experience of local
government must be a positive one.
He said local government must be at
the forefront of improving people’s
lives and creating conditions for
inclusive economic growth and job
creation.
The ‘Back to Basics’ initiative
involves the basics of good
governance: providing services;
fighting corruption; reviewing tender
systems in local government; and
working harder to expand povertyrelief programmes. According to
Zuma, ‘Every single cadre of our
movement must know that his or
her responsibility is to make local
government function better by getting
the basics right – wherever they have
been deployed.’
Zuma’s sentiments echo comments
made by Co-operative Governance
and Traditional Affairs Minister Pravin
Gordhan prior to his budget vote
in Parliament last year. ‘We want
every municipality to ensure that

municipalities,’ adds George. This includes the commitment to

it undertakes core basic functions
as efficiently, as effectively, and as
religiously as is humanly possible,’
he said. ‘What we mean by this is
making sure that robots work, making
sure that potholes are filled, water
is delivered, refuse is collected,
electricity is supplied, refuse and
waste management takes place in the
right kind of way.’
SALGA has identified the need for
systems to be put in place which allow
national and provincial government
to monitor the performance of
municipalities and ensure they
respond quickly to crises. Gordhan
has said he favours a zero-tolerance
approach to waste: ‘We should focus
not on the fancy and the frills, but
should focus on the basic tasks that
local government is actually there
to perform within the context of this
inter-governmental system.’
Some of the measures which
SALGA advocates to achieve the
goals of the ‘Back to Basics’ plan are:
making sure municipal councils meet
regularly; ensuring that oversight
structures are in place; and that
transparency and accountability
become part of every municipality’s
operations. In addition, there should
be a clear distinction between political
office bearers and municipal officials.

strategic objectives,’ states George.

expedite and implement the accountability and consequences

Another of SALGA’s goals is to intensify public participation

management framework once it has been finalised. In addition,

and find innovative ways to include communities in municipal

the SALGA Municipal Audit Support Programme should be

governance processes. ‘We need to support leadership

implemented to ensure better audit outcomes.

development in the sector by launching of the SALGA Centre

A common refrain at last year’s PMAs was the need for the
rationalisation of laws and regulations to ensure a streamlined
policy and regulatory framework for municipalities, while not

for Governance Leadership and accelerating executive
coaching,’ he adds.

forgetting to implement the good intent of the current laws

KEY COMMITMENTS OF THE PMAS

and regulations. ‘Better integrated development planning

Out of last year’s PMAs and the NEC Lekgotla, five key

and the realisation of seamless government is one of our key

commitments have emerged, according to the Strategic
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OVERCOMING SPATIAL SEGREGATION
According to the draft Integrated
Urban Development Framework,
South Africa’s cities and towns are
shaped by the apartheid legacy
of racial segregation, poverty
and exclusion from social and
economic opportunities. High levels
of inefficiency and wasteful use of
scarce resources (especially land and
infrastructure networks) characterise
the country’s cities and towns. Despite
significant service delivery and
developmental gains since 1994,
these spatial patterns have largely not
been reversed.
Like most of Africa and other
developing countries, South Africa is
experiencing continuing urbanisation.
The United Nations estimates that
71% of the South African population
will live in urban areas by 2030,
reaching nearly 80% by 2050. South
Africa’s urban population is growing
larger and younger, as individuals
and households move into inner cities
where jobs are created and household
incomes are higher. Nearly two-thirds
(64%) of South Africa’s youth live
in urban areas, whereas the aged
and no longer economically active
population tend to migrate to more
rural settlements and secondary cities
in other provinces.
The urban centres dominate the
country’s economy, as cities and
large towns produce over 80% of the
national gross value added (GVA).
Metros are growing twice as fast as
other cities and towns, and also have
much higher (by about 40%) average
incomes compared to the country as
a whole. Employment also grew twice
as fast in metros than elsewhere;
between 1996 and 2012, metros
accounted for three-quarters of all net
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jobs created in the country. Yet, despite
this, the ‘urbanisation of poverty’ is
increasing, especially in townships,
informal settlements and inner cities,
putting pressure on city resources.
Urban centres may dominate, but
they are also dynamically linked
to the rural areas through flows of
people, and natural and economic
resources. Indeed, urban and rural
areas are becoming increasingly
integrated as a result of better
transport, communications and
migration. Government recognises
the interdependence of rural and
urban areas, as well as the need for a
comprehensive, integrated approach
to urban development that responds
to the reality of migration to periurban areas.
Urban areas contain high
concentrations of people, homes and
other buildings and infrastructure,
which increase exposure to natural
disasters, exacerbated by climate
change and climate variability. Urban
growth and development generate and
amplify risks, which have the potential
to undermine efforts to transform
urban areas and create spaces of
opportunity, investment and safety.
Reducing urban risk is therefore
critical to achieving broader
developmental objectives in urban
areas. Proactive action to address
risk is integral to creating sustainable
urban growth. Similarly, safety,
particularly safety in public spaces,
is an essential ingredient to the
creation of liveable and prosperous
cities. Urban spaces and facilities
need to be designed and managed in
a way that makes citizens feel safe
from crime and violence.
The potential of urban areas

N AT I O N A L C O N F E R E N C E 2 0 1 5

is maximised when people, jobs,
livelihood opportunities and services
are aligned, which is referred to as the
urban dividend. The Integrated Urban
Development Framework (IUDF) is
designed to unlock the development
synergy that comes from co-ordinated
investments in people and places. This
will result in inclusive, resilient and
liveable cities and towns. The IUDF
marks a new deal for South African
cities and towns.
The IUDF is a response to various
chapters in the National Development
Plan (NDP), but primarily responds
to Chapter 8: ‘Transforming human
settlements and the national space
economy’ and its vision for urban
South Africa.
The NDP envisions that by
2030, South Africa should observe
meaningful and measurable progress
in reviving rural areas and in creating
more functionally integrated, balanced
and vibrant urban settlements. For this
to happen, the country must clarify and
relentlessly pursue a national vision
for spatial development; sharpen the
instruments for achieving this vision;
and build the required capabilities in
the state and among citizens.
The policy framework aims
to guide the development of
inclusive, resilient and liveable
urban settlements, while squarely
addressing the unique conditions
and challenges facing South Africa’s
cities and towns. It provides a new
approach to urban investment by
the developmental state, which in
turn guides the private sector and
households. Its vision is: ‘Liveable,
safe, resource-efficient cities and
towns that are socially integrated,
economically inclusive and globally
competitive, where residents actively
participate in urban life.’
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Outcomes Report of the SALGA Provincial Members’

of ‘finance follows function’ to those functions already

Assemblies 2014. These include the commitment to promote

transferred and those still to be assigned to local government,

and deliver effective and sustainable municipal services;

including quantifying the financial implications of new laws

to speed up the facilitation of service delivery agreements

and regulations to municipalities and the extent of un- and

between municipalities and Eskom; to review municipal

under-funded mandates. It was widely acknowledged that

infrastructure grant architecture and allocation, specifically

an integrated planning and execution approach should be

relating to administration, incentives, maintenance and

implemented across all sectors and spheres of government

renewal; to strengthen municipal financial and organisational

in line with the National Development Plan, to achieve spatial

capacity, including audit outcomes; and lastly, to support

transformation through Integrated Development Plans as the

leadership development in the sector by ensuring that the

central planning tool of government.

launch of the SALGA Centre for Governance Leadership and
executive coaching is accelerated.

Another request by members of the PMAs was for
other spheres of government to respect and support the

Commenting on these key commitments, George says:

constitutional mandate of local government, and collaborate

‘We want to establish SALGA as a centre for innovation and

with the sector to improve development outcomes, in

intelligence to strengthen reporting, documentation and

particular, by rationalising legislation and regulations which

sharing of good practices, and to promote informed decision-

impede the effective delivery of services and transformative

making based on accurate details and facts.’

socio-economic development.

Furthermore, he says members resolved that SALGA
provinces must facilitate regular, proactive engagements

ACHIEVEMENTS MADE BY SALGA

between the Provincial Executive Committees and individual

The PMAs noted progress made against the Annual

municipalities on matters affecting municipalities in the

Performance Plan (APP), in particular the flagship projects.

various provinces, particularly municipalities identified for

Recommendations

support and intervention.

implementation plan should be aligned to the local government

made

included

that

the

SALGA

‘The increased encroachment by other spheres of

sphere deliverables and outcomes; that SALGA should

government on the geographic, functional and institutional

partner with other departments in the provinces to avoid

integrity of local government was also noted with concern,

duplication of projects and resources; that the participation

and indeed shaped the key recommendations on the review

of municipal senior officials in SALGA governance structures

of policy and legislation, negatively impacting service delivery

is imperative in order for them to give informed opinions and

and the sector,’ says George.

recommendations to the political leadership; that SALGA

Members called on other spheres of government to

reports must form part of the municipal council meetings and

support the sector’s commitments by applying the principle

SALGA should monitor this and track non-compliance; and
lastly, that SALGA governance structures must be effective
by monitoring progress against the APP, particularly flagship

These goals inform the priority objectives of the
following seven policy levers:
1. Integrated transport and mobility;
2. Integrated sustainable human settlements;
3. Integrated infrastructure planning;
4. Inclusive economic development;
5. Efficient land governance and management;
6. Empowered active communities; and
7. Effective urban governance.

projects, and advise on strategic priorities.
On the Annual Organisational Performance (2013/14),
members noted the improved performance in a number of
key areas, with overall performance recorded at 96% against
the predetermined objectives, an achievement which is highly
commended.
With regard to the annual financial statements for the
2013/14 period, it was noted that SALGA obtained a second
consecutive clean audit (unqualified with no matters of
emphasis), as recorded in the 2013/14 audited financial
statement, and that the financial health of the organisation
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has improved markedly. The current ratio for the 2013/2014

SALGA to date, in particular, the increased effectiveness

financial year indicates an outstanding improvement of 96%,

and efficiency of SALGA’s support and representation of

when compared to the current ratio five years ago, and 18%

municipalities in intergovernmental structures, including

when compared to the previous year. The organisation now

the NCOP. In addition, SALGA has successfully enhanced

has 125 cents worth of current assets for each R1 of current

the profiling of local government in local, regional and

liabilities. Pleasingly, the solvency ratio indicates that the

international platforms, and contributed to the consistent

organisation is solvent with a healthy debt-to-equity ratio of

improvement in the state of governance and accountability

2.2%. A further improvement is that SALGA’s budgeting basis

in municipalities.

is a hybrid of incremental budgeting, as well as zero-based
budgeting (ZBB).

Nevertheless, some members raised concerns about the
unity of organised local government, which was criticised
for not always speaking with one voice and not always taking

‘This year we will be celebrating 15
years of democratic, developmental
local government, which is a significant
milestone and should give us reason to
pause to review the progress made by
local government thus far.’

coherent positions on many issues. It was recommended that
organised local government must organise members and
representation better, so that the collective voice can be more
effective going forward. Secondly, organised local government
must strengthen the flow of information and decisions
taken in SALGA governance structures; so in each municipal
council, SALGA business must be formalised as a standing
agenda item. Finally, SALGA should reconfirm and possibly
reconstitute provincial working groups, in order to improve
functionality and effectiveness.

Accordingly, the PMAs collectively adopted the 2013/14
annual report, which includes performance information,

TOP 10 FLAGSHIP PROJECTS

financial statements and the report of the auditor-general, and

SALGA’s most important flagship projects for this financial

adopted the budget for the 2014/2015 financial year and the

year are:

indicative two outer years as approved by the NEC.

1. The phased implementation of the SALGA Centre for

Members also recognised the achievements made by

Provincial Members
Assembly (PMA) held in
North West Province.
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2. The initiation of an executive-coaching programme for
municipal leaders.
3. The initiation of a multi-disciplinary, advisory and hands-on
support programme for improved municipal financial audits.
4. The compilation of a review of legislation that impedes
on local government and organised local government.
5. The implementation of an anti-corruption programme,
based on the resolutions of the SALGA Anti-Corruption
Summit.
6. The initiation of the Small Town Regeneration
Programme to unlock rural economies and manage the
urban-rural interface and interdependencies.
7. Supporting municipalities in the implementation of
the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) and the
Community Works Programme (CWP), a government
initiative that aims to provide a job safety net for
unemployed people of working age.
8. Leading knowledge management in local government
by focusing on research, the sharing of local government
best practice and establishing knowledge hubs, municipal
barometers, HR information management systems and
municipal managers’ forums.
9. The profiling of local government service delivery
successes and the rebranding of SALGA.
10. The initiation of a quality management programme for
local government and SALGA.

CONCLUSION
In wrapping up the lekgotla, members of the NEC
unanimously agreed that while progress has been made,
substantial work still needs to be done during the remaining
12 months of local government’s term of office.
Xolile George echoes the sentiments of many when he
says: ‘As we embark on the next 15 years of democratic
local government, the 2015 National Members’ Assembly
must critically reflect on the gains and progress made. We
must set the agenda for action in the remaining year on the
identified gaps and shortcomings, so that local government
indeed has a more sound and conducive policy and
legislative framework to exercise its powers and perform
its functions, better financial management and more
equitable resources, so that the sector has substantially
built the leadership and technical capability to deliver on
the developmental mandate.’ ▪

CONFERENCE

SALGA NATIONAL
MEMBERS ASSEMBLY
24 – 26 MARCH 2015
VENUE:
GALLAGHER CONVENTION CENTRE,
GAUTENG
15 Years of Democratic Local Government – Consolidating and Deepening Vibrant,
Developmental and People-Centered Local Democracy.

DAY 1 – DIRECTOR: CLLR M NAWA, SALGA DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON
SESSION 1: OPENING AND SETTING THE SCENE
09:00 – 09:30

OPENING PRAYER: Father S Mkhatshwa.
WELCOME: The Premier of the host province welcomes all delegates present and introduces guests
and dignitaries, Hon David Makhura, Gauteng Premier.
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES: A brief outline of the stated aims and objectives for the NMA and the
programme.
Cllr F Maboa-Boltman, SALGA Deputy Chairperson.
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09:30 – 09:45

MESSAGES OF SUPPORT FROM THE LEGISLATURE PRESIDING OFFICERS:
Hon L Tsenoli, Deputy Speaker of Parliament; Hon T Modise, Chairperson of NCOP; Hon B Amadi,
President of the Pan-African Parliament.

09:45 – 10:00

MESSAGES OF SUPPORT FROM PARTNER LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIONS AND KEY
SPONSORS:
Cllr Moruakgomo, Botswana Association of Local Authorities (BALA); Cllr V Boubon, Association of
Palestinian Local Authorities (APLA); Cllr L Yule, Commonwealth Local Government Forum (CLGF).

10:00 – 10:10

SETTING THE SCENE: Chairperson gives an overview of the strategic priorities of the sector,
a programme of action for the current term, and the new policy imperatives for consideration. This input
will: reflect on the current term of local government and progress to date; reflect on the MTSF 2014/19
(B2B) and its implications for local government ahead of 2016; and outline the policy imperatives
necessary for local government to achieve better developmental outcomes.
Cllr T Manyoni, SALGA Chairperson.

10:10 – 10:40

MINISTERIAL ADDRESS AND INTRODUCTION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Getting ‘Back to Basics’
to strengthen intergovernmental planning, collaboration and implementation for more coherent
developmental outcomes at local
government level. Hon P Gordhan, Minister of CoGTA.

10:40 – 11:15

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Celebrating 15 years of local democracy – the role and expected contribution
of local government in building the capable and developmental state envisaged in the National
Development Plan. His Excellency, President JG Zuma.

11:15 – 11:45

TEA BREAK AND MEDIA BRIEFING
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SESSION 2: 15 YEARS OF DEMOCRATIC LOCAL GOVERNMENT: REFLECTION ON PROGRESS OF
DEVELOPMENTAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE MACRO POLICY AND POLITICAL CONTEXT
11:45 – 13:15

THE GRAND DEBATE: An interactive panel and plenary discussion (including Q&A) with key partners, to
discuss the issues raised in the first session, with particular reference to:
– the progress made over the last 15 years of local democracy and particularly since 2011;
– highlighting key and emerging trends which require policy responses and innovation in governance; and
– Sustainable development goals – the post-2015 developmental agenda and the role of local government.
EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
– Progress of developmental local government reflected.
– Identified key policy issues to be dealt with leading up to 2016 and beyond, in order to strengthen the
institutional integrity of, and build the confidence in, local government.
Facilitator: V Mvoko. Panellists: Cllr P Tau, Chairperson of SALGA Gauteng; Hon L Tsenoli, Speaker of
the National Assembly; Father S Mkhatshwa, former Chairperson of SALGA; Mr V Moosa, first Minister of
Democratic Local Government; Ms W Ovens, Local Government researcher; Prof D Plaatjies, HSRC.

13:15 – 14:15

LUNCH

SESSION 3: ENHANCING CONSEQUENCES AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
AND PROMOTING LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN THE SECTOR (LINKED TO
B2B PILLAR 3: GOOD GOVERNANCE AND SOUND ADMINISTRATION)
14:15 – 16:00

PANEL DISCUSSION: An interactive panel and plenary discussion (including Q&A) with key partners to
discuss the draft Consequence and Accountability Framework for improved local governance:
– Political and administrative consequences;
– Citizen accountability and participation;
– Separation of Powers Model for real executive power and robust council oversight;
– The role of the media in promoting accountability; and
– The duty of citizens to exercise their rights responsibly and to hold their local leaders accountable.
EXPECTED OUTCOMES: Recommendations on strengthening consequences and accountability in the
sector and how to support leadership potential and capability.
Facilitator: Tim Modise. Presenter: Dr S Fikeni, political analyst. Panellists: Hon T Modise, NCOP
Chairperson; Hon P Gordhan, Minister of CoGTA; Adv T Madonsela, Public Protector; Hon A Masondo, Chair
of Ethics Committee; Dr S Mufamadi, University of Johannesburg.

16:00 – 16:15

TEA
SESSION 4: LAUNCH OF THE SALGA CENTRE FOR LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

15:30 – 17:30

SALGA CENTRE FOR LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE: Presentation of the SALGA Centre for
Leadership and Governance.
Facilitator: S Kamwendo. Panellists: Cllr T Manyoni, SALGA Chairperson; UK Leadership Centre for Local
Government; Dr D Malapo, inspirational speaker.

18:00

CLOSURE OF DAY ONE (GALA DINNER AT 18:30 FOR 19:00)
DAY 2 – DIRECTOR: CLLR N HERMANS, SALGA DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON
SESSION 5: MESSAGE FROM SPONSOR AND REFLECTION ON DAY 1

08:30 – 08:45

SUMMARY OF DAY 1 DELIBERATIONS: Cllr P Moloi, SALGA NEC member.

08:45 – 09:00

MESSAGE FROM KEY PARTNER: Realising spatial integration through the Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act (SPLUMA). Hon K Nkwinti, Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform.

SESSION 6: CELEBRATING AND STIMULATING INNOVATION AND GOOD PRACTICE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(LINKED TO B2B PILLAR 5: BUILDING INSTITUTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAPABILITIES)
09:00 – 10:30

INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATIONS: Innovation plays an important role in private and
public sector organisations. In the local government sector, the need to deliver services in a new, better and
cheaper way is requiring large-scale innovations. There are pockets of excellence and good practices that
must be encouraged, replicated and upscaled. This session will discuss the importance of innovation for
local government and reflect on selected innovations to improve sanitation services, developing a waterdemand management system and Smart City programmes.
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09:00 – 10:30
(cont.)

EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
– Municipal innovation and success is recognised, so as to encourage and promote excellence in the sector;
and
– Showcase municipal innovation and good practices that have improved governance and development.
Facilitator: Ms T Radebe, CEO of Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI). Presenters: Ms R Kadalie, CEO
of Impumelelo
Social Innovation Centre; Cllr K Ramokgopa, Executive Mayor, City of Tshwane; Mr D Wilson, eThekwini
Metropolitan Municipality; Mr A Kowalewski, Drakenstein Local Municipality.

10:30 – 11:00

TEA

SESSION 7: KEY POLICY ISSUES AFFECTING LOCAL GOVERNMENT FOR CONSIDERATION IN COMMISSIONS
11:00 – 13:00

FACILITATED PRESENTATIONS FROM KEY STAKEHOLDERS ON FRAMING POLICY IMPERATIVES
REQUIRING ATTENTION IN THE LEAD UP TO 2016:
1) Policy changes required to effect the implementation of the National Development Plan: Spatial
transformation and Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF):
– IDPs as the central planning tool of government, for greater IGR coherence and impact on the policy
agenda; and
– Elevation of the status of metropolitan governance, including fiscal devolution and revenue enhancement.
2) Sustainable local economies:
– Maximising existing state capital investment to create sustainable local economies; and
– An integrated approach to enhance the economic viability of locations and ensure maximum regional and
economic impact.
3) The impact of the regulated demarcation cycle on local government every five years (boundary and
ward), and whether changes in this regard will enhance stability and long-term sustainability, including the
current proposed redeterminations.
4) Improving financial management (audit outcomes) and the fiscal capacity of local government:
– SALGA Municipal Audit Support Programme.

11:00 – 13:00
(cont.)

5) Enhancing the role of women in local government:
– Are there other ways of advancing the 50/50 agenda that will achieve rapid and concrete results?
– What needs to be done differently to bridge the gap by 2016?
6) Future of the electricity distribution and energy-generation industries:
– Future of the electricity-distribution industry (given the winding down of EDI holdings).
– Energy generation (role of Eskom, independent power producers, as well as the role of the new renewable
energy bill to replace the ISMO Bill).
– Ensuring sustainable electricity services: tackling the challenges of cable theft, illegal connections and
non-payment.
7) Strengthening Organised Local Government: effectiveness, accountability, governance framework and
funding model for sustainable long-term relevance and impact.
EXPECTED OUTCOMES: Highlight the key policy issues requiring attention in the lead up to, and beyond,
2016, for further discussion and resolution in commissions.
Facilitator: T Marele. Panellists: Prof Ivan Turok, HSRC; Mike Newton, Special Advisor to the Premier of KZN;
Hon A Nel, Deputy Minister of CoGTA; Hon M Jonas, Deputy Minister of Finance; Mr K Makwetu, AuditorGeneral SA; Cllr S Gomba, National Commissioner of SALGA Women’s Commission; Ms P Baleni, DirectorGeneral of Gauteng Provincial Government; Cllr M Nawa, SALGA Deputy Chairperson.

13:00 – 14:00

LUNCH
SESSION 8: BREAKAWAY COMMISSIONS

14:00 – 17:00
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– Each commission shall kick off with a chairperson framing the discussion;
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– Each commission shall consider the guiding questions which are indicated per commission
in the discussion documents.
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14:00 – 17:00
(cont.)

SECTION
SECTION
CONFERENCE
SECTION
SECTION

EXPECTED OUTCOMES: Policy proposals and recommendations are made on the key policy issues
requiring prioritisation
in the lead up to 2016, and beyond, for better development outcomes.

1. ENHANCING GOOD GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Strengthen good governance through, inter alia, an appropriate accountability and consequence management framework
for political and administrative leadership, as well as other key role-players:
– Citizen accountability;
– Separation of Powers Model for real executive power and robust council oversight;
– Finalisation of the anti-corruption strategy; and
– Political and administrative consequences.
Partner: GIZ. Chair: Dr S Mufamadi, UJ. Rapporteur: Cllr SW Mdabe, SALGA Chair, KZN. Discussants: Hon R Mdakane,
Chairperson of the Portfolio Committee; Hon O Bapela, DM CoGTA; Ms S Majiet, Deputy General, DCOG; T Nombembe,
CEP of SAICA; S Mofokeng, IMFO.
Resource persons: S Gqegqe, SALGA; K Mullagie, SALGA; T Fosi, CoGTA.
2. URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND SPATIAL INTEGRATION
Integrated (and intergovernmental) development, planning and implementation for more coherent development
outcomes:
Integrated human settlements; Elevated status of metropolitan government; Integrated Urban Development Framework
(IUDF); and SPLUMA implementation.
Partner: CoGTA. Chair: E Pieterse, SA Director of African Centre for Cities, UCT and Chair of IUDF POE. Rapporteur: Cllr K
Ramakgopa, Executive Mayor of Tshwane Metro. Discussants: A Adam, SAPI; M Sutcliffe, City Insight; Hon L Sisulu, Minister
of Human Settlements; Dr D Makgalemele, DDG, Department of Rural Development and Land Reform.
Resource persons: S Mbanga, SACN; M Mupariwa, SALGA; M Malahlela, CoGTA.
3. SUSTAINABLE LOCAL ECONOMIES
Maximising existing state capital investment to create sustainable local economies – an integrated approach to enhance
the economic viability of locations and ensure maximum regional and economic impact.
Partner: Adcorp. Chair: Prof C Rogerson, UJ. Rapporteur: Cllr D Mazibuko, SALGA NEC member. Discussants: Prof R
Donaldson, University of Stellenbosch; S Qayi, GM: Abenzi; S Donaldson, Adcorp; L Sedibe, Proudly SA.
Resource persons: L Naid, SALGA; C Parkerson, SALGA; N Simbanegavi, CLGF.
4. FUTURE OF ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION AND ENERGY-GENERATION INDUSTRIES
Charting a way forward for electricity reticulation and energy-generation industries:
– The future of the electricity-distribution industry, given the winding down of EDI holdings;
– Energy generation (role of Eskom, independent power producers and the role of the new renewable energy bill to replace
the ISMO Bill; and
– Ensuring sustainable electricity services, tackling the challenges of cable theft, illegal connections and non-payment.
Partners: SACCI and Voltex. Chair: T Bukula, board member of NERSA. Rapporteur: Cllr C Neethling, SALGA NEC
member.
Discussants: Hon T Joemat-Pettersson, Minister of Energy; Hon L Brown, Minister of Public Enterprises; B Wilkinson,
Green Building Council of South Africa; S Xulu, MD of City Power and Johannesburg President of AMEU; JS Masite,
President IMFO.
Resource persons: J De La Harpe, SALGA; L Leseane, SALGA; T Moloi, SALGA.
5. BOUNDARY AND WARD DEMARCATION
Consider the redetermination of boundaries and delimitation of wards, including:
– Finalisation of ward delimitation process;
– Reopening of the boundary re-determination process;
– Frequency thereof, impact on stability and consolidation of the sector;
– The size and efficiency of wards and municipalities in South Africa; and
– Traditional areas and boundaries and their contribution to local democracy.
Partner: Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB). Chair: Hon A Nel, Deputy Minister of CoGTA. Rapporteur: Cllr D Qually,
SALGA Chairperson, Western Cape. Discussants: Kgosi P Maubane, Chair of NHTL; Ms J Thupana, Chairperson, MDB; M
Moepya, CEO of IEC; Nico Steytler, Community Law Centre, UWC.
Resource persons: L Tredoux, SALGA; A Ramagadza, MDB; K Naidoo, CoGTA.
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6. WOMEN EMPOWERMENT AND GENDER EQUITY IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Enhancing the role of women in local government:
– Are there other ways of advancing the 50/50 agenda that will achieve rapid and concrete results? and
– What needs to be differently done to bridge the gap by 2016?
Partner: Business Women’s Association of SA (BWA). Chair: Cllr Z Ncitha, SALGA NEC Member. Rapporteur: Cllr S Gomba,
National Commissioner of SALGA WC. Discussants: N Gasa, DBSA; Ms V Dubula, Sonke Gender Justice; Ms V Baduza,
Women Ministry in the Presidency; L Muller, IMFO. Resource persons: M Mallane, SALGA; M April, SALGA; G Langa,
SALGA.
7. IMPROVING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AUDIT OUTCOMES AND FISCAL POLICY
Improving financial management/audit outcomes and the fiscal capacity of local government: SALGA Municipal Audit
Support Programme; sources of own revenue; regulatory stability and pending reforms; and fiscal policy.
Partner: SACCI. Chair: Cllr S Pillay. Rapporteur: Cllr D Magabe, SALGA Chairperson, Limpopo. Discussants: K Makwetu,
AG; B Khumalo, FFC; P Mnisi, IMFO; Hon M Jonas, Deputy Minister of Finance; Hon J Cronin, Deputy Minister of Public
Works. Resource persons: S Dzengwa, SALGA; M Sigidi, CoGTA; TV Pillay, NT.
8. STRENGTHENING ORGANISED LOCAL GOVERNMENT (OLG)
Identify proposals to strengthen OLG’s effectiveness, accountability, governance framework and funding model for
sustainable long-term relevance and impact:
– Effectiveness and accountability of OLG, as well as the appropriateness of its governing regulatory framework;
– Review of OLG Act; and
– The future funding model and costing of SALGA’s specialised services.
Chair: Cllr M Nawa, SALGA Chairperson, Gauteng. Rapporteur: Cllr P Tau, SALGA Chairperson, Gauteng. Discussants:
Hon A Masondo, Chairperson of Ethics Committee; B de Wachter, VVSG (Belgium LG Association); JP Elong Mbassi, SG
UCLGA; Rev M Moruakgomo, BALA President. Resource persons: R Baatjies, SALGA; F Burgers, VNG; Z Futwa, SALGA.
DAY 3 – DIRECTOR: CLLR D MAGABE, SALGA CHAIRPERSON, LIMPOPO
SESSION 9: CLOSED SESSION
INTERNAL GOVERNANCE AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF ORGANISED LOCAL GOVERNMENT
08:30 – 08:45

Confirmation of Credentials and Quorum. Cllr W Johnson, SALGA Chairperson, Northern Cape.

08:45 – 09:00

Presentation of the 2013 NMA Report (for adoption). Cllr F Moboa-Boltman, SALGA Deputy Chairperson.

09:00 – 09:30

Chairperson’s Organisational Report (2013 – 2014). Cllr T Manyoni, SALGA Chairperson.

09:30 – 09:50

Presentation of the SALGA Annual Report (2013 – 2014) (for adoption). Cllr N Hermans, SALGA Deputy Chair.

09:50 – 10:15

Presentation of the draft 2015/16 APP and Budget (for consideration and adoption). Cllr M Nawa, SALGA
Deputy Chairperson.

10:15 – 11:00

TEA BREAK (OFFICIAL SIGNING OF MOUs WITH KEY PARTNERS)
SESSION 10: REPORT FROM COMMISSIONS AND CLOSING SESSION

11:00 – 11:15

OPENING OF DAY 3: SUMMARY OF DAY 2 DELIBERATIONS. Ald D Qually, SALGA Chairperson, Western
Cape.

11:15 – 12:30

Report back on commissions and Q&A.
Presentation of draft Consequences and Accountability Framework for Good Local Governance (for
adoption).
Cllr W Mdabe, SALGA Chairperson, KZN.
Presentation of Municipal Audit Support Programme of SALGA (for adoption). Cllr S Pillay, SALGA NEC
Member for Finance.
Presentation of measures resolved to strengthen OLG’s effectiveness, accountability, governance
framework and funding
model for sustainable long-term relevance and impact. Cllr M Nawa, SALGA Deputy Chairperson.

12:30 – 12:45

Summary of outcomes (NMA Declaration). Cllr M Lobelo, SALGA Chairperson, North West.

12:45 – 13:00

SALGA roadmap to 2016, and vote of thanks. Cllr T Manyoni, SALGA Chairperson.
LUNCH AND DEPARTURE
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SPEAKERS’ LIST
HIS EXCELLENCY, President of the
Republic of South Africa Jacob Zuma

HONOURABLE PRAVIN
JAMNADAS GORDHAN,

Currently serving as President of the
Republic of South Africa for a second

Minister of Co-operative Governance
and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA)

consecutive term, President Zuma has

Hon Gordhan currently serves as the Minister

served the ANC in several positions since

of CoGTA. He is the former Commissioner

joining in 1959. He played a vital role in the

of SARS, as well as the former Minister of

anti-apartheid struggle and served out a 10-year sentence on

Finance (2009 – 2014). He also served as the Chairperson of

Robben Island with Nelson Mandela and other notable ANC

the Constitutional Committee in Parliament from 1996, and as

leaders. He served as the National Chairperson of the ANC and

the Chairperson of the World Customs Organisation between

Chairperson of the ANC in KwaZulu-Natal in 1994, after which

2000 and 2006.

he was appointed as Deputy President of the ANC in 1997.

HONOURABLE LECHESA
TSENOLI, Deputy Speaker
of National Assembly

This led to him holding the position of Vice President of South
Africa from 1999 until 2005, before filling his current position
of President since 2007.

Hon Lechesa Tsenoli was previously the

COUNCILLOR THABO
MANYONI, Chairperson of the

Minister

of

Co-operative

Governance

and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA). He has

South African Local Government
Association (SALGA)

previously served as the Chairperson of
the portfolio committee on Co-operative Governance and

Cllr Manyoni currently serves as the

Traditional Affairs. Previously, he was SANCO President; UDF

National

the

Publicity Secretary in Natal. He also has a long history of

Manguang

political activism in communities, youth and civic organisations,

Metropolitan Municipality and Deputy Chairperson of the

including the UDF and the ANC. He has also served in provincial

ANC Free State Provincial Government. In addition to his

and local government, Rules Committee, and the standing

current roles, he also held various positions, including as

committee on private members’ legislative proposals and

a member of the Free State Provincial Executive Council

special petitions.

Chairperson

Executive

Mayor

of

of

SALGA,

the

responsible for police, roads and transport, and Chief Whip of

HONOURABLE BETHEL
NNAEMEKA AMADI,

the Manguang Municipality.

XOLILE GEORGE, CEO

President of the Pan-African
Parliament

of the South African Local
Government Association (SALGA)
George

has

educational

Hon Amadi, from Nigeria, serves as the

achievements

President of the Pan-African Parliament,

from various universities, including the

representing the Western African Region.

University of Witwatersrand and UCT. He

He is a member of Parliament for the People’s Democratic

previously served in senior positions at the

Party in his home country, Nigeria; has served on a variety of

City of Johannesburg, Amathole District Municipality and the

committees; and has held several positions within the party

Department of Local Government and Housing. In 2007, he

during his 11 years as a member of the Nigerian House of

joined the SALGA team as the CEO.

Representatives.
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HONOURABLE
THANDI MODISE,

HONOURABLE DAVID MAKHURA,

Chairperson of the National Council
of Provinces (NCOP)

Political activist, Hon Makhura, was elected

Hon Modise currently serves as the

Hon Makhura joined the then underground

chairperson of the NCOP, after serving as

ANC and SACP in the late 1980s, and

the Premier of North West from 2010 until

his role as Secretary-General of SASCO

2014. She also served as the Deputy Secretary-General of

during his university years contributed significantly towards

the ANC from 2007 to 2012. She was elected as Deputy

fair access to funding for students. He served on the TEFSA

President of the ANC Women’s League in 1994, a position

board, COSATU’s Central Executive Committee and COSATU’s

she held until 2004.

Political Education Committee, and played an active role in

Premier of Gauteng
as the Premier of Gauteng in May 2014.

FATHER SMANGALISO
MKHATSHWA, former Chairperson of
the South African Local Government
Association

the trade-union movement. He is one of the ANC’s Provincial
Executive Council’s longest-serving general secretaries, with
more than 10 years experience, and as of 2000, he has been an
ex-officio member of the National Executive Committee (NEC)

Father Mkhatshwa is a Catholic priest, who
was an instrumental leader during the

COUNCILLOR FLORA MABOABOLTMAN, Deputy Chairperson of the

National Director of the Institute for Contextual Theology

South African Local Government
Association

from 1988 to 1994, and as the Deputy Minister of Education

Cllr Maboa-Boltman has served as an

between 1996 and 2000, after which he became the Executive

additional member in the SALGA National

anti-apartheid struggle. He served as the

Executive Committee from 2006, until she

Mayor of the Tshwane Metropolitan Council.

was elected as the Deputy Chairperson in 2013. She also served

HONOURABLE ANDRIES NEL,

as a council speaker for the Gert Sibande District Municipality,

Deputy Minister of CoGTA
Hon

Nel

is

the

Deputy

and she is currently the MMC for Corporate Services.
Minister

of

Co-operative Governance and Traditional

PARKS TAU,

Affairs in the Republic of South Africa. He
was the Deputy Minister for Constitutional

Chairperson of the South African
Local Government Association, Gauteng

Development from May 2009 until July

After an early start in youth politics, Cllr Tau

2013, and has been a member of Parliament for the African

was appointed as a member of the mayoral

National Congress (ANC) since 1994.

committee of Johannesburg in 2000, where
he was involved in a wide range of portfolios.
Following this, he took office as the Executive Mayor of
Johannesburg in 2011, and also serves as the Regional Deputy
Chairperson of the ANC Johannesburg region.
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COUNCILLOR SINDISIWA
GOMBA, National Commissioner of the
South African Local Government
Association Women’s Commission

.

MOHAMMED VALLI MOOSA,
first Minister of Democratic Local
Government
In the early 1990s, Mr Moosa took part in

As National Commissioner of the SALGA

the negotiations to end apartheid. In 1994,

Women’s Commission (SWC), Cllr Gomba

he was appointed as Deputy Minister

says the imperative to the functioning and

for Provincial and Constitutional Affairs.

operations of the SWC is to influence the agenda and redefine

After the NP withdrew from the Cabinet in 1996, he became

roles and responsibilities of women in the local government

minister in this department. In 1999, he became Minister

sphere, and to determine how they can further influence

for Environmental Affairs and Tourism, which led to Moosa

municipal policies, particularly policies which lack a strong

being elected as President of the International Union for

gender perspective and voice.

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in 2004, serving as Chairperson

COUNCILLOR KGOSIENTSO
RAMOKGOPA, Executive Mayor

of the UN Commission on Sustainable Development in 2002,
and currently serving as Chairman of WWF SA.

of Tshwane

THEMBEKILE KIMI MAKWETU,

Cllr Ramokgopa led the South African

Auditor-General South Africa

Student Congress and the ANC Youth

Makwetu started his career with Standard

League at the University of Durban, served

Bank and later worked at Nampak. He

as ANC Ward 51 councillor from 2000 to

completed his articles at Deloitte, where he

2005, and currently serves as the Chairperson of the ANC in

progressed to senior management before

the Tshwane region, in addition to his role as Executive Mayor

joining Liberty and Metropolitan Life. He

of the City of Tshwane since 2010.

COUNCILLOR MPHO NAWA,
Deputy Chairperson of the South African
Local Government Association

returned to Deloitte as a director in the firm’s forensic unit,
before his appointment at the Auditor-General of South Africa
(AGSA). After serving as Deputy Auditor-General since 2007,
Makwetu was appointed Auditor-General on 1 December 2013.

Cllr Nawa currently serves as the Executive

DR SOMADODA FIKENI,

Mayor of the West Rand District Municipality,

Political Analyst

Gauteng, after 11 years in local government.

Dr Fikeni is a consultant at the Human

His main goal is to improve the skill sets of

Sciences

Research

Council

(HSRC),

his department and increase the accountability levels of those

director of the Eastern Cape Development

who serve the public.

Corporation, and Chairman of the Council
of the Walter Sisulu University. From 2004
to 2008, he was COO of the National Heritage Council. An
academic, community development activist and political
analyst, Dr Fikeni is now focused on research. He has a PhD
from Michigan, an MA from Queen’s University in Canada and
a BA (Hons) from the University of Transkei. He will present a
paper on ‘The Unintended Consequences of Africa’s wave of
Multi-Party Democracy’.
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HONOURABLE NKOSIYAKHE
AMOS MASONDO, Chair of Ethics

democracy when its actions came into question.’ Prior to

Committee and former Chairperson of
the South African Local Government
Association

full-time member of the South African Law Reform

Hon Masondo was the Mayor of the City of

President Thabo Mbeki.

Johannesburg between December 2000

her appointment as Public Protector, Madonsela served as a
Commission, appointed to the position in 2007 by then

and 2011. He was the first elected Mayor of the Unified City of

PROFESSOR IVAN TUROK,

Johannesburg, and in 2008, he was long-listed for the World

Human Sciences Research Council

Mayor of the Year Award. The former chairperson of SALGA

Turok is the acting Executive Director in the

now serves as the Chairperson of the Ethics Committee.

Economic Performance and Development

DR FHOLISANI SYDNEY
MUFAMADI, University of

Unit of the HSRC. He is a honorary professor
at the Universities of Cape Town and
Glasgow, and has a PhD in Economics, MSc

Johannesburg

in Planning and BSc in Geography. Before returning to South

Dr Mufamadi played a key role in the launch

Africa and joining the HSRC in 2010, he was a professor and

and maiden leadership of the Congress

the Research Director of the Department of Urban Studies at

of South African Trade Unions (COSATU)

Glasgow University.

in 1985, and represented the ANC at the
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balances such as the courts and institutions supporting

Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA), in which

PROFESSOR DANIEL PLAATJIES,

the constitutional framework for the new South Africa was

Human Sciences Research Council

negotiated. He has also helped draft the National Peace Accord

Prof Plaatjies has extensive knowledge,

of 1991, and has held prominent positions and played pivotal

skills and experience in public policy and

roles in both the South African Communist Party (SACP) and

legislation development to implementation;

the ANC.

political, economic and social governance;
systems

design,

implementation

and

HONOURABLE ADVOCATE THULI
MADONSELA, Public Protector

development in the delivery of public goods and service,

Hon Madonsela has worked for trade unions

relations. Prof Plaatjies joined the HSRC after serving in

in both the public and private sectors since

the South African public service as a Special Advisor to the

the 1980s. She was a member of the team

Minister of Public Service and Administration; as the Head

who drafted the final Constitution of South

of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation branch within the

administration and management; and in state-society

Africa, promulgated by then President

Office of the Premier; in Free State Provincial Government;

Nelson Mandela in 1996. After Mandela’s death, Madonsela

as an Executive Manager for South African Social Security

said in a tribute to him: ‘We will always admire him for gladly

Agency; and as Director for Public Finance – Welfare and

submitting his administration to the scrutiny of checks and

Social Security in the National Treasury.
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Leaperwe Aubrey Mooketsi, Managing Member

BOKGAITSADI NORTH WEST FACILITATORS
Bokgaitsadi NW Facilitators cc is a multi-disciplinary firm, wholly owned by a previously disadvantaged individual.
It was established in 2004 in terms of the laws of South Africa, and is based in the North West capital of Mahikeng.
OUR SERVICES:
• Civil Construction
• Project Management
• Scholar Transport
• Plant Hire

MEMBERSHIP:
• CIDB
• NHBRC
• NOWESBOC

REGISTRATION
• CIDB – 6CE PE – 5GB PE

Tel: 018 384 1184 | Cell: 082 684 5274 | Fax: 086 650 6909 | Email: megatele2@yahoo.com
Physical address: 2078 P.J. Seleka Drive, Unit 8, Mmabatho, 2735, South Africa
Postal address: PO Box 457, Mahikeng, 2745
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PHINDILE BALENI, is Director
General in Gauteng Premier David
Makhura’s office

HONOURABLE MCEBISI HUBERT
JONAS, Deputy Minister of Finance

Ms Baleni, also known as Nzimande, served

History and Sociology at Vista University. He

as Chief Executive Officer at National Energy

furthered his studies with a Higher Diploma

Regulator of South Africa until February

in Education at Rhodes University. A born

2015. She served as Chief Executive Officer

activist, Hon Jonas became active in politics

of Electricity Distribution Industry Holdings (Pty) Ltd. Baleni

from the age of 14. He led a number of political activities in the

served as a professional assistant at Wright Rose Innes.

Port Elizabeth area and launched underground structures in the

She joined a law firm in Pretoria for a year and left legal

Eastern Cape and beyond. He was inspired by the politics of the

practice in 1994 to take up a role in government as Strategic

Black Consciousness Movement in the early 80s and was an

Management Team Advisor to the Gauteng MEC for Housing

organiser of Azaso (Azanian Students Organisation). He played

and Local Government. In June 2003, Baleni accepted a fresh

a key role in the establishment of the United Democratic Front

career challenge as Chief Executive Officer of EDI Holdings.

(UDF) structures in the Eastern Cape. He was later sent to exile

She has served on a number of boards such as Nurcha, a

to complete military training in Angola and Uganda for the

presidential lead project established to facilitate investment

People’s Army, Umkhonto Wesizwe (MK). While in exile, he was

in the financing of low cost housing. Baleni currently serves

employed by the United Nations to run an education programme

as Director of Electricity Distribution Industry Holdings (Pty)

for the MK carders. Upon his return in the 90s, Hon Jonas played

Ltd, and on the boards of Sanparks and Momentum. Baleni

a key role in establishing the structures of the ANC and the SACP

joined the Metropolitan Council of Johannesburg and served

in the Eastern Cape. The ANC also deployed him as one of those

as the Executive Director of Contract Management for the City

to establish the new provincial administration in the Eastern

of Joburg in 2001, which entailed managing the relationship

Cape in 1994. He has been a member of the Eastern Cape ANC

between the City and its utilities.

Provincial Executive Committee for two terms (1997 – 2004 and

Hon Jonas obtained a Bachelor of Arts in

MIKE NEWTON, Special Advisor to

2007 – 2009).

the Premier of KZN

RHODA KADALIE, CEO Impumelelo

The former iLembe District municipal

Social Innovation Centre

manager, Mr Newton has recently started as

Executive Director, Ms Kadalie, has been

advisor to KZN Premier Senzo Mchunu, and

at the helm of Impumelelo since its

has big plans for the future of the province.

inception in 1999. A former academic

As

with

at the University of the Western Cape

immense dreams for the district, Newton was head-hunted by

(UWC) for 21 years, in 1995 she was

iLembe

municipal

manager

the Premier’s office for the position at the end of 2013.

appointed by Nelson Mandela to our first Human Rights
Commission. Prior to that, she founded the Gender Equity
Unit at UWC. In 1999 she was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate in Liberal Arts from the University of Uppsala, Sweden;
in 2007 she recieved an Honorary Doctorate of Literature from
her alma mater, UWC; and in 2010 she was awarded her D.Phil
Horis Causa from the University of Stellenbosch. Rhoda has
travelled extensively abroad, presenting lectures and papers
on human rights and gender politics in South Africa. She was
a contributor for the Business Day for many years, and she is
currently a columnist for Die Burger, Die Beeld, Politicsweb,
and The Citizen.
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DR NOZIZWE MAKGALEMELA,

HONOURABLE GUGILE
MKWINTI , Minister of Rural

Deputy Director General: Spatial
Planning and Land Use Management at
the Ministry of Rural Development and
Land Reform

Hon Mkwinti holds a diploma in nursing
(psychiatry) as well as a Bachelor’s degree

Dr Makgalemele, the second black woman in

in Political Science, Public Administration

SA to be awarded a Masters degree in Town

and Applied Economics from Unisa. From

and Regional Planning, holds a Doctorate of Philosophy in Urban

1972 to 1984, he worked as a professional nurse. From 1984

and Regional Planning from the University of Southern California.

to 1989, he worked for the UDF, in the Eastern Cape, and he

She was a board member of the Land Bank from 2002 to 2005

also worked as a research assistant in the department of

and was featured in the Top Women in Business and Government

psychology at Rhodes University. From 1990 to 1991, he served

magazine for her contribution towards gender empowerment

as the UDF and ANC regional secretary in the Eastern Cape. In

in the department. When the department was still called Land

1994 he became the speaker of the Eastern Cape Provincial

Affairs, she was the Deputy Director-General: Land Planning

Legislature, and in 1999 he was elected as MEC for Housing,

and Information. After the establishment of the Department of

Local Government and Traditional Affairs in the province. In

Rural Development and Land Reform, she took responsibility for

2009, he was appointed as Minister of Rural Development and

the branch’s Geo-spatial Services, Technology Development and

Land Reform.

Disaster Management Branch, which is responsible for surveys
and mappings, spatial planning and information, development of
appropriate technologies and disaster management.

DR DAVID MOLAPO,
motivational speaker
Dr Molapo is a foremost management
consultant, educator and motivational
speaker. Using a fine combination of
humour, an incredible stage presence, and
his personal life experiences, Dr Molapo
has a unique ability to mesmerise any audience with his
message of hope. Through his public appearances, Dr Molapo
effectively motivates, inspires, and impacts more than a
million people in South Africa each year, providing them with
the confidence and tools to change their lives, as well as
those of others around them.
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Change the way your municipality
does business. Start with your
billing and ERP solution.
Sage Evolution participates in National Treasury’s
pilot programme for SCOA.

0861 EVOLUTION
www.sageevolution.com

SIP 7 will initially be implemented in the 12 major cities
selected by the PICC. These cities include Ekurhuleni,
eThekwini, Johannesburg, Tshwane, Cape Town, Nelson
Mandela Bay, Buffalo City, Mangaung, Mbombela, Rustenburg,
Polokwane and Msunduzi.
These cities have been selected because of their
demographic and economic features. They are the lifeline of
our economy. Collectively, they are home to approximately

Integrated
urban space and
public transport
programme
Construction/expansion of public
transport, housing, economic and social
infrastructure in 12 urban areas.

approximately 70% of the country’s GDP.
Priorities over the next five years include:

First, public transport and infrastructure must be managed
•better
by removing duplicated functions, refining powers and
functions, imposing accountability and enhancing governance
and decision-making processes.

•Thereafter,

streamlining institutional arrangements in

metropolitan areas can be achieved by setting up regional
transit authorities. It is crucial to ensure that all parts of the
existing road-based commuter services function properly, as
many commuters depend on bus and minibus taxi services.
Large public investments have been made, offering a glimpse
into how better performing public transport can improve
people’s commute.

IP 7 is one of the 18 SIPs that are part of the integrated

authorities should focus on enforcing sector•wideTransport
compliance and encouraging contracted operators and

infrastructure plan approved by the Cabinet and the

independent service providers to invest and provide a more

Presidential Infrastructure Co-ordinating Commission

commuter-friendly experience.

S

(PICC) in February 2012. SIP 7 focuses on the co-ordination of

•Renewing the commuter rail fleet, with a region-by-region

planning and implementation of integrated public transport

shift to new high-capacity rolling stock, supported by an

networks, sustainable human settlements, and economic

infrastructure modernisation programme, new signalling

and social infrastructure, with the objective of addressing the

system, station upgrades and improved facilities to enhance

economic and social challenges of our urban spaces.

links to road-based services. Stabilising existing services is

The implementation of this programme over the next

crucial, as complete fleet renewal could take up to 20 years.

and create much-needed employment, but will also

Transport planning, led by central government to formulate
•credible
long-term plans for transport that synchronises with

contribute tremendously towards expanding service delivery

spatial planning and aligns the infrastructure investment

to our people, many of whom are still without access to such

activities of provincial and local government and clearly

basic services.

communicates the state’s transport vision to the private sector.

20 years will not only change this country’s landscape
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SOLUTIONS
Catalyst for spatial transformation:

settlements (densification, sustainability);
•Human
•Transit-oriented development with more focus around
stations;
transport system with rail as the backbone;
•Integrated
Municipal infrastructure; and
•Economic
development – commercial, retail opportunities etc.
•

PRIORITY PROJECTS

The plan sets out principles on financing, cushioning
the poor, lessons on sequencing and prioritisation and
institutional and regulatory matters.

PATIAL SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
FOR IMPLEMENTING THE NDP:

Key priorities include:

adequately for urbanisation;
•Planning
Finding
an
institutional location for spatial planning;
•Resolving fragmentation
public planning;
•Densifying cities which willinrequire
specially efficient buildings;
•Attracting investment into townships;
and
•Finding different solutions to rural local government
capacity.
•

leadership over a long period of time;
•Focused
This
is
a
plan
Africans, and everyone in
•society has a rolefortoallplaySouth
in implementing the plan;
Institutional
reform
is
required;
•Mobilisation of resources and agreeing on trade-offs;
•Clarity on responsibility in each area.
•

ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE:

DETERMINATION OF ROLES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to raise public infrastructure spending to 10% of GDP.
Key priorities include:
Energy and water security
Freight logistics
Public transport
Support to the mining value chain
Urban reticulation systems
ICT and broadband

•Achieving ‘external’ outcomes (job creation, access to
communication;
•Effective
Assurance
on information;
•Better co-ordination;
•Teachnical task teams, ToR etc;
•Capacity building;
•Role of respective partners – CESA/SABTACO/MISA etc.
•

skills, entrepreneurship development etc;
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A holistic approach in the analysis
of and turn-around strategies for
municipal water supply systems
The perspectives of a financier
BACKGROUND
As South Africans are becoming more aware of the scarcity
of water and the risk that water shortages pose for all of us,
there is renewed focus on the current state of municipal water
supply systems. This focus is long overdue as for many years
municipal supply systems have been operated and maintained
inefficiently with little focus (and spending) on critical issues
such as maintaining the integrity of the infrastructure,
instances, throughout the value chain, systems have been

Tshepo Ntsimane, DBSA General
Manager: Infrastructure Finance,
(Metros, Water, SOE’s and
Education.) SA Financing

poorly designed, not properly implemented and are in a poor

growing demand will be: (i) expensive and (ii) not sustainable,

state of repair and operation. This has led to a steady decline

given the status quo. Simply put, it may be cheaper and make

in customer service levels and reliability of supply countered

more economic sense to revamp existing systems to eliminate

by ever increasing water losses. The situation has reached

water losses and to reduce demand. The problem is that often

critical proportions in many districts as losses have increased

this is viewed as a simple process of replacing old pipes with

to such an extent that supply to consumers are failing and

new pipes. But, achieving a sustainable water supply business

existing resources can no longer meet the required supply.

that is financially viable and economically optimised is much

managing demand and adequate cost recovery. In many

From a financial perspective the impact on municipalities
has been significant.
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more complex than replacing old pipes. Added to that is the

What should have been a service

fact that the quantum of investment required to address the

running at a healthy surplus and boosting municipal funds to

situation is of such a magnitude that it lies outside the normal

be deployed on other services has become a financial drain

capital expenditure budget range of most municipalities. An

for most municipalities. This has contributed largely to most

obvious solution is for municipalities to secure external finance

municipalities struggling to remain financially viable and

for these works, but the credit and risk evaluation requirements

sustainable. Recent protest action over poor and unreliable

of financiers go way beyond a simple plan to replace pipes.

service delivery (often relating specifically to water supply) as

The DBSA is keenly interested to participate in the funding

well as some high profile regional breakdowns that impacted

of projects of this nature not only due to the positive impact

large consumer populations are hopefully changing this.

it is expected to have on a key client base of the bank

More importantly, there is growing realisation that

(municipalities) but also on the economy as a whole. Towards

development of new water resources to supply the current and

this goal it is looking to identify specific risk areas that must
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be assessed and suitably addressed in order to render these

easy to identify the elimination of Metering Inaccuracies as

projects “bankable”. In this process it has become clear that

a specific strategy to reduce Water Losses or the conversion

existing methods used by municipalities to identify projects

of Unbilled Authorised Consumption to Billed Authorised

of this nature are typically one-dimensional and lacking in

Consumption to increase Revenue Water. During the past

adequate risk assessment. A new, more holistic approach,

decade, the IWA, has significantly progressed the application

through which key risks are managed, is required and DBSA

of and body of knowledge around the Water Balance through

is looking to inform its clients accordingly. Ultimately DBSA

specific research and publications.

is looking to provide a clear guideline to municipalities for the

A key problem is that most of these sub-components are

identification, evaluation and motivation of such projects, with

not readily quantifiable. As an example, to determine the

the main purpose to facilitate granting of finance for these

extent of Real Losses in the system requires careful design

projects.

of the reticulation network and an extensive metering system
on top of it – something that does not exist in most locations

CURRENT ANALYSIS APPROACH

in this country.

To put the need for a new approach in context it is best to start

The dilemma that a municipality faces is this:

how to

with current practice of analysing a municipal water supply

evaluate a project to reduce the Real Losses and motivate the

system. Figure 1 below illustrates the ‘Best Practice’ Water

required capital investment if the quantum of the Real Losses

Balance as published by the International Water Association

is unknown or at the very least highly uncertain?

(“IWA”).

This dilemma is multi-faceted and includes the following

Authorised	
  
Consumption

System	
  Input	
  
Volume	
  (corrected	
  
for	
  known	
  errors

Billed	
  Metered	
  Consumption	
  (including	
  
Billed	
  Authorised	
   water	
  exported)
Consumption
Billed	
  Unmetered	
  Consumption
Unbilled	
  
Authorised	
  
Consumption

Apparent	
  Losses

Real	
  Losses

Revenue	
  Water

• How is the project to reduce Real Losses formulated?
• How is the required capital estimated at an adequate level

Unbilled	
  Metered	
  Consumption

of confidence, given that the quantum of Real Losses is at

Unbilled	
  Unmetered	
  Consumption

the very least highly uncertain? and

Unauthorised	
  Consumption
Metering	
  Inaccuracies

Water	
  Losses

issues:

Non-‐Revenue	
  
Water	
  (NRW)

Leakage	
  on	
  Transmission	
  and/or	
  
Distribution	
  Mains
Leakage	
  and	
  Overflows	
  at	
  Utility's	
  Storage	
  
Tanks
Leakage	
  on	
  Service	
  Connections	
  up	
  to	
  
point	
  of	
  Customer	
  metering

Figure 1: Best Practice Water Balance

• How is the required capital investment motivated given
the high level of uncertainty (around the payback) and the
already strained financial position of the municipality?
Addressing, this dilemma is one of the key focus areas for
DBSA and is explored further in this article.
Various methods to estimate the Real Losses have been

This water balance identifies different components that

developed over the years - monitoring of night flows and flows

make-up the total demand for water as measured at the input

under reduced pressure are examples. However, in this context

of a water supply system. Most of these components are self-

one should differentiate between identification of the presence

explanatory and each one of them can be analysed to identify

of Real Losses versus the quantification thereof. For example,

specific issues in the water supply value chain of a municipality.

monitoring of night flows (on a continuous basis) in an area

For example the ratio of Revenue Water/System Input Volume

can quickly indicate the presence of new leaks which can then

can be used as a simple indicator of the sustainability of the

be fixed – this would be part of the on-going maintenance

operation. Clearly,
a low
ratio indicates an operation that
Figure 2: Consumer
base analysis

function. At some point in time however, the frequency of new

is not sustainable – unfortunately the status quo in most

leaks etc. would indicate the need for overall replacement of

municipalities. This water balance figure is useful to highlight

the distribution/reticulation system. At this point in time the

specific issues and to formulate simple strategies to enhance

need to quantify Real Losses would arise, as it would play a

the (financial) viability of a supply system. For example, it is

critical role in the capital investment decision.
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There is one further issue with regard to the reduction of
Real Losses that is worth discussing briefly. It is fairly obvious

and widely understood that no system can operate at zero

Billed	
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  Consumption	
  (including	
  
Billed	
  Authorised	
   water	
  exported)
Consumption
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  Consumption
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Authorised	
  
Consumption

Apparent	
  Losses

Revenue	
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  Consumption
Unbilled	
  Unmetered	
  Consumption
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  Consumption

factored into a project. To achieve
this, the Water SupplyNon-‐Revenue	
  
Metering	
  Inaccuracies
Water	
  (NRW)

Leakage	
  on	
  Tthis
ransmission	
  
and/or	
  it is clear
System
must
be designed to minimise
risk and
Water	
  
Losses
Distribution	
  Mains

that the pricing -, metering-, billing
-, accounting
collection
Leakage	
  
and	
  Overflows	
  -at	
  and
Utility's	
  
Storage	
  
Real	
  Losses

Real Losses. The critical question is: what level of Real Losses

functions are part of this WaterTanks
Supply System. To understand

is acceptable? Until recently this level was internationally,

Customer	
  
etering
this risk better, the consumer point	
  
baseof	
  can
be mevaluated
and the

Leakage	
  on	
  Service	
  Connections	
  up	
  to	
  

Water can be divided into the components as shown
loosely agreed at 15%. It is however clear that a uniform Figure
figure1: BestRevenue
Practice Water Balance
cannot apply to every system and that the ‘law of diminishing

in Figure 2 below.

returns’ applies to the reduction of Real Losses. The absence
of an extensive metering system through which Real Losses
can be quantified and located makes it impossible to analyse
the impact of the ‘law of diminishing returns’ and exacerbates
the dilemma of municipalities outlined above. In response
to this the IWA has developed the concept of Unavoidable
Annual Real Losses (in this article we will simple refer to
Unavoidable Real Losses (“URL”)) and more importantly a
methodology for estimating URL – this estimation depends
on a number of parameters such as total length of pipeline,
number of connections, operating pressure etc. Although it is

Figure 2: Consumer base analysis

not based on financial or economic analysis (as would typically
be the case to illustrate diminishing returns) it does at least
move away from the ‘one size fits all approach’. Based on this

The impact of the four components reflected above on

development the Real Losses in a system can be split into two

the actual revenue of a municipality will differ significantly.

components: the URL and Recoverable Real Losses. From a

Clearly, the two components with the shades of green (the

financing perspective, it is held that only capital invested to

‘Low Recovery Risk’ portion) are beneficial (from a financial

eliminate the Recoverable Real Losses can be motivated.

perspective) to the municipality. Traditionally, Recovery Risk

But the problem of achieving a sustainable (and bankable)
system goes further than eliminating the Recoverable

is a function of the social – and financial profiles of consumers
served as well as historical cost recovery data.

Real Losses. There are critical factors in play that are not

It is easy to see that in general different water supply

immediately evident from the Water Balance reflected in

strategies, - systems, - service levels and recovery strategies

Figure 1. It is the view of the authors that unfortunately in our

should be applied to all four components above.

municipal sector the focus has been isolated on Real Losses

especially true where a specific component dominates a

at the expense of ignoring these critical parameters. For

geographical area or supply district/zone. In practice, different

example, when looking at the Water Balance the impression

strategies are seldom applied or implemented. It is also clear

may be gained that the component Revenue Water translates

that capital expenditure that will rely on revenue collected

directly into revenue for a municipality and that through

from the ‘High Recovery Risk’ components will be more

maximising this component the revenue of the municipality

difficult to motivate for finance.

This is

Figure 3: Price elasticity of demand

will be maximised. That is not true! The process of converting

Another critical factor in play revolves around the economic

Revenue Water to revenue is a risky process. The significant

phenomenon of ‘price elasticity of demand’ – which dictates

amounts of debt that municipalities write off every year attests

that as the price of a commodity declines demand/consumption

to this fact.

will increase and vice versa. Water is a (scarce!) commodity

It is critical that ‘Recovery Risk’ be assessed and adequately
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and does experience some degree of price elasticity of
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Figure 1: Best Practice Water Balance

demand. To illustrate the impact of this further we define the
concept of ‘Economic Cost of Water’ (units R/kl) as that cost
that fully provides for all system input costs, system operating
and maintenance costs, billing and collection costs, cost of
capital as wellFigure
as a2: charge
for risk. A typical price elasticity of
Consumer base analysis
demand curve is illustrated in Figure 3 below.

– which effectively sets the price at zero; and
• The widespread occurrence of metered, unbilled supply which also effectively sets the price at zero;
• When over consumption occurs in the high recovery risk
portion of the consumer base; and
• When new water resources have to be developed (at great
cost) to meet growing demand.
Both these situations are prevalent in many municipalities
and highlight the critical nature of Over Consumption.

AN ALTERNATIVE MORE HOLISTIC APPROACH
The discussion above leads us directly to an alternative, more
holistic perspective of the water balance, which is presented
in Figure 4 below.
1
Figure 3: Price elasticity of demand

THIS FIGURE HIGHLIGHTS THREE KEY
PARAMETERS ~
• Zero Base System Demand: the demand for water that will
result in the system if water is priced at the Economic Cost
and there is no other restriction on consumption (such as
supply constraints etc.);
• Elevated Demand: the demand for water that will result in
the system if water is priced below the Economic Cost and
there is no other restriction on consumption (such as supply

Key4:issues
around
this alternative
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance

of the Water Balance are as follows ~

constraints etc.); and
• Suppressed Demand: the demand for water that will result
in the system if water is priced above the Economic Cost or
there are other restrictions on consumption (such as supply
constraints etc.);

Key issues around this alternative perspective of the Water
Balance are as follows ~
Zero Base System Demand: as discussed above, this is
the system demand that will result if water is priced at the

The difference between Elevated Demand and Zero Base

Economic Cost and there is no other restriction on consumption

System Demand is labelled ‘Over Consumption’ for simplicity.

(such as supply constraints etc.). There are various methods

It is proposed that Over Consumption is widespread and

and models through which this important parameter can be

significant in many municipalities in South Africa for the

estimated. Of key importance is that this remains an estimate

following reasons:

and any model used should preferably be based on reliable

• Many municipalities have not correctly determined their

statistical analysis that will provide quantitative information

Economic Cost and have set water tariffs (significantly)

on the uncertainty in the estimate. This uncertainty represents

below this critical level;
• The widespread occurrence of unmetered, unbilled supply

2

Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

‘Demand Risk’ - one of the key risks in the water value chain
of a municipality and it is critical from a financing perspective
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that this risk must be adequately mitigated. Zero Base System

12 months. The parameter

Demand is thus a statistical variable with an associated

with an associated probability distribution as illustrated in

probability distribution as illustrated from an actual case-

Figure 6 below.

Key4:issues
around
this alternative
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance

study in Figure 5 below.

of the Water Balance are as follows ~

will also be a statistical variable

Key4:issues
around
this alternative
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance

of the Water Balance are as follows ~

Figure 6: Example of a probability distribution of ε

2
Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

The probability distribution reflected in Figure 5 has a mean
of 93.2 Ml/day – this means there is 50% likelihood that the

in the example above

indicates just how uncertain this variable is and how risky it
would be to base any calculations etc. on a single value.
In the alternative perspective presented in Figure 4,

is the

aggregate of four different statistical variables:

true demand is less than this value and 50% likelihood that

• Input Metering Inaccuracies – these are metering2

the true demand is greater than this value. From Figure 5 it

inaccuracies in the measurement of the System Input

is also clear that there is 80% certainty that the true demand

Volume only (other metering inaccuracies are not in play

lies in the range 78.8 to 108.5 Ml/day. This range is a direct

here). As such, this will typically represent a relative small

measure of the ‘Demand Risk’ of the relevant system although

Key
around
this
of in
the Water
Balance
Figure
4:issues
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance
number of meters
that
need
toalternative
be calibrated
order
to are as follows ~

in practice the variance of the distribution would be used for

eliminate the impact of this parameter;

this purpose. In the absence of a complete and accurate

Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

• Over Consumption – as discussed above, Over Consumption

measurement system this distribution represents the best

Keyto
around
thisfeatures
alternative
of the Water Balan
Figure
4:issues
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance
may be present in the system due
specific
of

estimate of the true system demand. Given the particular

the system. Other than such qualitative indicators as to its

distribution, it is clear that ignoring ‘Demand Risk’ in any

likely presence, Over Consumption can only be quantified

analysis of the system would be perilous.

if consumption of all consumers in a system is measured.3

Unavoidable Real Losses: is estimated as per the guidelines of

This is highly unlikely except for relatively small systems;

the IWA. Due to the uncertainties around different parameters

• Recoverable Real Losses – these are physical losses in

that are likely to exist in any system, this parameter should

the system that can (and should) be eliminated through a

also be a statistical variable with an associated probability

suitable leak detection and repair programme;
• Modelling Error – this parameter represents any differences

distribution.
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The wideness of the distribution of

: is a difference parameter that is obtained by subtracting

between the statistical model of the consumer population,

the aggregate Zero Base System Demand and the aggregate

used to calculate the Zero Base System Demand and the

Unavoidable Real Losses from the aggregate System Input

‘true’ consumption of the consumer population;

Volume for a given time period. It is proposed that this time

If the Input Metering Inaccuracies are eliminated as

period should not be less than 6 months and preferably at least

proposed above and it is assumed (for the moment) that

SALGA
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of the Water Balance are as follows ~

2

Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

ADVERTORIAL

the Modelling Error is relatively small, then the probability

• Conservation Projects: these projects will aim to reduce

represents an upper bound for

the System Input Volume through a reduction in the risk

distribution of the parameter

variable ; and

the probability distribution of the sum of Over Consumption

• Demand Side Projects: these projects will aim to supply the

and Recoverable Real Losses.
In the absence of extensive metering and other analysis

(current and future) Zero Base System Demand through an

that will allow these two variables to be quantified or specific

increase in the risk variable Risk Adjusted Revenue Volume.

loss situations that are known and clearly manifest (such as

The capital investment for any Conservation project will be

a distribution pipeline reaching the end of its useful life) they

motivated through:

should be treated as inseparable. At best, in situations where

• The potential cost savings through a reduction in the

there is reasonable certainty that none of the factors that

System Input Volume – typically only variable costs will

Key4:issues
around
this
alternative
WaterConsumption
Balance are as follows ~
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance
would typically
indicate
the
presence
ofof the
Over

be saved. The probability distribution of the parameter

as discussed above are present, it may be assumed that Over

of the Water
are will
as follows
~
represents the risk that
this Balance
saving
materialise
and will

Consumption is relatively insignificant. This implies that the

thus enable robust risk analysis of the proposed investment;

formulation of any water conservation project must aim to

• The financial benefit that will result if capital expenditure

address both these parameters and this highlights the risk of

on development of new water resources can be delayed for

focussing on elimination of Real Losses in isolation.

any length of time due to the reduction in the System Input

Key4:issues
around
this alternative
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance

Volume. This represents a real option for the municipality

The alternative perspective of the Water Balance in Figure 4

that can readily be priced with the information available;

assists to identify two generic types of projects ~

Key4:issues
around
this alternative
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance
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Figure 5: Example of the probability distribution of Zero Base System Demand

2

of the W

The capital investment for any Demand Side project must be
motivated through an appropriate increase in the Risk Adjusted
Revenue Volume and the associated increase in revenue to
the municipality. It is important to note that the ratio of the
Risk Adjusted Revenue Volume/Zero Base System Demand
represents the true performance of the municipality from a
recovery perspective (the ‘Recovery Ratio’) – a parameter that
is seldom calculated nor reported accurately by municipalities.
Any

turn-around

programme

to

re-establish

the

sustainability and financial viability of the water business of
a municipality must focus on the maximisation of the Risk
Adjusted Revenue Volume as a priority – thus Demand Side
projects. From this perspective it is critical to:
1. Understand the geographical distribution of the High
Recovery Risk consumer population and the Low Recovery
Risk consumer population;

tariff is a key step towards financial turn-around and
sustainability.
It should also be noted that the Economic Cost is dynamic

2. Formulate separate strategies for the supply to and

– as circumstances change so will this important parameter

recovery from these consumer population groups with a

change. Capital expenditure, changes in the maintenance

specific view to mitigate Recovery Risk and minimise Over

regime and changes in the overall risk profile are all examples

Consumption in High Recovery Risk areas;

of parameters that will impact on the Economic Cost.

3. Adjust the overall system design to implement the
strategies formulated in 2 above;
4. Maintain the Recovery Ratio of the municipality above a
suitable and appropriate threshold;

REAL LOSSES REVISITED
Earlier in this article, it was noted that often there is an
isolated focus on eliminating Real Losses in the system and
a more integrated approach was urged.

MUNICIPAL TARIFFS

A different perspective in this context is to highlight the

The importance of setting the water tariff of a municipality

need to redesign municipal water distribution and reticulation

to at least equal the Economic Cost is clear from the

systems with the specific aim to: (i) implement specific supply

discussions above. There are specific issues with regard to the

and recovery strategies, (ii) monitor and manage specific

determination of the Economic Cost (and thus the appropriate

risks, (iii) monitor and verify overall system performance,

tariff) that is evident from the alternative perspective of

(iv) detect leaks, wastage and Over Consumption and (v)

the Water Balance as per Figure 4 that warrants further

collect data that will over time enhance knowledge and

discussion. In the first instance, great care should be taken

understanding of the system itself thereby facilitating better

to ensure that the full cost of the Unavoidable Real Losses is

strategies and management.

included in the Economic Cost.

Any project through which large-scale repair, refurbishment

Secondly, the Economic Cost should include a ‘cost for

or replacement of existing networks and systems is envisaged

carrying risk’ and the key risks to be included in this regard

presents an ideal opportunity to implement a redesigned

are ‘Demand Risk’ and ‘Recovery Risk’. There are various

system. Such opportunities should not be missed.

ways that these risks can be priced to include its impact
in the Economic Cost.

Experience indicates that many

municipalities are pricing water services significantly below
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the Economic Cost. Determining and setting the appropriate
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WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE?
Analysis of municipal water supply systems cannot focus

ADVERTORIAL

only on current demand. Indeed, as mentioned previously

suitably quantify the Risk Adjusted Revenue Volume;

the need to develop new, costly water resources to meet

4. Calculation of the existing Recovery Ratio of the

future/projected demand may be the very issue that triggers

municipality as a key performance measure signalling the

the rigorous analysis of the status quo. As is the case with

need for intervention;

the refurbishment of existing systems (as discussed in the

5. Calculation of the Economic Cost of water supply;

previous paragraph) the expansion of a system or sub-system

6. Adopting an appropriate tariff structure to facilitate and

provides an ideal opportunity to implement a redesign of the

achieve specific strategies (such as eliminating Over

system.
Municipal water supply systems have long planning

Consumption etc.);
7. Identification and formulation of suitable Conservation

horizons, which renders Demand Risk as one of the key risks

projects on a zone -, district – or sub-regional basis through:

to be managed. Future demand estimates should thus be

a. Testing for the likely presence of Over Consumption and

based on a projection of the Zero Base System Demand. In

factors contributing towards Over Consumption;

this regard it would be critical to also project the impact of

b. Estimation of the aggregate of Recoverable Real Losses

future development(s) on ~

and Over Consumption (i.e. );

1. The Unavoidable Real Losses; and

c. Redesign of the relevant supply system of elements

2. Envisaged changes in the profile of the consumer base

thereof;

which may impact on Recovery Risk;

CONCLUSION

d. Cost/benefit analysis through a suitable risk model;
8. Identification and formulation of suitable Demand Side
projects on a zone -, district – or sub-regional basis through:

In conclusion, the basis of a more integrated and holistic

a. Setting an appropriate target for the Recovery Ratio in the

approach in the turnaround of municipal water supply systems

relevant zone, district or sub-region;

and re-establishing financial viability and sustainability may be

b. Designing a suitable recovery strategy for the relevant

summarised as follows:

Key4:or
issues
around
this alternative
of the Water Balance are as follows ~
Figure
Alternative
perspective
of the Waterperspective
Balance
zone, district
sub-region;

1. Use of a suitable model to establish the Zero Base System
Demand and to quantify ‘Demand Risk’;
2. Use of a suitable model to estimate the Unavoidable Real
Losses;
3. Analysis of the consumer base to establish the different
‘Recovery Risk’ and consumption components and to

c. Redesigning existing distribution and reticulation systems
where necessary;
d. Integrating future system requirements of the relevant
zone, district or sub-region in the design;
e. Conducting cost/benefit analysis through a suitable risk
model;
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CLGF

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 2030:
ACHIEVING THE VISION
A changing global context for local government

I

n an increasingly interconnected

local government is needed, and what changes are required

world, with global trade, the impact

in terms of conceptual thinking, policies, resourcing and

of natural disasters and climate

implementation capacity; in order for local government to

change effectively rendering borders

have the power, capacity and authority to deliver effectively

irrelevant, local governments are under

and play an all encompassing role in responding to local

greater pressure to respond at a local

needs and priorities, contributing to the delivery of national

level to challenges and opportunities

development plans and supporting the implementation of the

which they cannot directly control. Better educated local
populations and active civil society organisations have much
increasingly mobile in the search for jobs and economic

COMMONWEALTH LOCAL GOVERNMENT
CONFERENCE 2015

opportunities, both within countries and across countries,

CLGF’s 2015 Commonwealth Local Government Conference

providing greater pressures on the policy-makers and service

will be used to take forward this debate. The 2015

deliverers to respond to changing needs on the ground.

Commonwealth Local Government Conference will be held in

higher expectations of their local governments, they’re also

The impact of these changes is seen very clearly in cities
across the Commonwealth, including its many small states.
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SDGs at a local level.

Gaborone, Botswana, from 16 to 19 June 2015, and has the
theme Local Government 2030: Achieving the Vision.

The impact of rapid urbanisation means that 65% of the

This conference will attract 500 to 600 senior policy-makers,

global population is now living in cities or urban areas; in

including local government practitioners from national and

the Commonwealth, the urban population currently stands

state/provincial ministries and local governments across the

at 38%. According to 2014 UN statistics, there are seven

Commonwealth, as well as representatives from the private

megacities (with populations greater than 10 million) in the

sector, civil society and research organisations.

Commonwealth, but the speed of urban growth in small states,

The 2015 conference is not starting from scratch. Innovative

and the numerous secondary cities, must not be overlooked.

models are underway in the Commonwealth: South Africa

Rapid urbanisation results in a complex set of democracy,

has developed a radical constitution which speaks to

governance and management challenges, ranging from poor

developmental government and interlocking spheres of

and unplanned settlements, limited infrastructure capacity,

government, in which developmental local government is

lack of housing, poor security and lack of public transport – all

a core priority; in Kenya, a new devolution process will see

key issues which have been picked up in the proposed Goal

county governments developed, led by directly accountable

11 of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which seeks

governors with extensive powers over local resources and

to recognise the unique challenges of urbanisation, with a set

service delivery; in Papua New Guinea, the government is

of dedicated targets to support cities and human settlements.

empowering local government as a key part of nation building

It is against this backdrop that Commonwealth member

and trialling a system of local service standards to increase

states are asking what kind of governments they need to

universal access to development opportunities; in Jamaica,

respond effectively to the challenges of the future. Within that

councils are required to develop a long-term sustainable

broader conversation, the Commonwealth Local Government

development plan; and in India, major national investment is

Forum (CLGF) and its members are debating what kind of

being linked to the improvement of governance and leverage of
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private-sector resources to respond to the infrastructure and

local governments with enabling policies to be both locally

service-delivery priorities of the major urban centres.

accountable and responsive, while at the same time capable of

The conference is taking place at a crucial time: at a global

delivering on national and global targets (SDGs) and priorities?

level, the debate around the post-2015 global development

How can we improve local governance in cities and human

agenda will be reaching its final stages, with the UN General

settlements and reduce the impact of party politicisation on

Assembly expected to announce in September 2015 a set of

local government service delivery? How can we ensure local

17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to guide poverty

government has the necessary financial resources to deliver

reduction, economic and social development to 2030. Local

effectively? How can we strengthen local government to

government has been closely involved in this process, and there

support economic growth and sustainable development? How

is strong expectation that localisation of these goals will be a

can we promote and support safe and sustainable cities as

key part of the implementation. The CLGF is an active partner

engines of growth and development for the future? How can

in the Global Taskforce of Local and Regional Governments

we continue to ensure that local governments are inclusive

for the post-2015 agenda towards Habitat III. The taskforce

and responsive to all? Are there core principles or priorities,

brings together local government organisations with partners

which should underpin a vision for local government 2030?

such as the UNDP, EC and UN Habitat to advocate for local

We hope the conference will help us to provide with the tools

government’s role in the post-2015 development agenda and

and understanding to enable national, state/provincial, city

Habitat III in 2016.

and local governments to identify a vision for developmental
the

local government 2030; and agree on key principles to guide

Commonwealth are struggling to become more developmental,

Governments

and

local

governments

across

a new approach to local government, to ensure that it ‘s fit for

in an effort to reduce inequalities and to lift their populations

meeting the global and local challenges of the next 15 years;

out of poverty. CLGF’s conference in 2013 focused on the role

and in particular, for local government to play its part in the

of developmental local government, and the role it can play in

implementation of the SDGs 2015-2030. We will also look at

transforming the lives of citizens by engaging not just in service

how CLGF and other partner organisations can support their

delivery, but through enabling and supporting economic growth,

members in rethinking and repositioning local government

participatory long-term planning and delivery for development.

as an agent of change and partner in the implementation

Across the Commonwealth, there is experimenting with

of national development priorities and the SDGs, while

different governance arrangements. There remains a trend

maintaining accountability.

towards decentralisation and empowering local people to play

The event will also mark CLGF’s 20th anniversary. We hope

a more active role in planning and decision-making through

that as many of you as possible will join us in this celebration,

establishment of systems of democratic local government.

as well as take away practical policy solutions and tools to use

But, there are some cases of recentralisation in the

in you own wards, councils, provinces and nationally.

Commonwealth; and commitment to genuine implementation

For further information on the 2015 Commonwealth Local

of decentralisation remains a challenge in many countries for

Government Conference and to register, please visit the website at

a variety of reasons, ranging from lack of political will, weak

www.clgc2015.org or contact clgc2015@clgf.org.uk. ▪

financial decentralisation, and lack of delivery, management
capacity and resources.
The conference will build on and learn from models of
good practice from across the Commonwealth and will
also ask some challenging questions as to the future shape
of local government, in order to gain consensus around key
principles for a common vision for local government 2030.
In implementing an agenda of change to 2030, can it just
be business as usual? Local governments will be called
on to localise the SDGs. How can we effectively empower

Delegates who attend CLGF conferences find it useful to exchange ideas to
take back and implement in their own councils and local authorities.
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The Ministry of Rural Development and Land Reform

The Adcorp Group was founded in 1975 and listed on the

(DRDLR) was created in 2009, in line with the Polokwane

Johannesburg Stock Exchange in 1987. The Group operates

resolutions. For the first time in its history, the country

across various industries and geographies, employing

would have a ministry dedicated to the social and economic

approximately 4 000 permanent employees and in excess

development of rural South Africa; committed to ensuring

of 110 000 managed contractors on assignment. Specialist

that South Africans in rural areas enjoy the same benefits

resourcing services, best-of-breed labour practices, as well

as their urban cousins.

as a solutions-based approach to talent acquisition and

Following its establishment, the new ministry embarked on

retention, means we do not only resource organisations

an intensive process to define and conceptualise what rural

but add significant value to clients through effective

development should be, and to provide a framework of how

project management, professional services, training and

it should be implemented. Government’s plan for developing

development and payroll management. Adcorp is the largest

rural areas, the Comprehensive Rural Development

independent workforce management and business process

Programme (CRDP) is aimed at curing the blight of poverty by

outsourcing provider in South Africa.

the creation of equitable and sustainable rural communities.
To achieve its vision, the new department defined its role and
mission as being that of facilitating integrated development
and social cohesion through partnerships with all sectors
of society. The most important strategy the department

At Microsoft South Africa, we enable a new wave of

pursues to deliver on the CRDP’s strategic objectives is

experiences for people and businesses, at work and at

‘Agrarian Transformation’.

play, by using a combination of devices and cloud-based
services. This focus on devices and services drives our
business and our work with government and companies
of all sizes.
As a proudly South African company with a Level-2

Welcome to the new world of business. A world that has all

B-BBEE rating, being locally relevant is at the core of

the technological solutions to make your business an even

what we do. Through programmes like 4Afrika, we work

greater success. MTN Business offers world-class mobile

closely with government, our 7 000 partners, businesses

telecommunications, internet solutions and next generation

and people to accelerate economic growth, create jobs

services through a secure Virtual Private Network (VPN).

and drive innovation.

understanding

Microsoft CityNext for Smaller Cities and Municipalities

that business and government require a 360-degree

can help you unlock the most important resource of any

communications service as a key to unlocking success.

city—people. How? By delivering citizen-centric services

Therefore, we have ensured that we are perfectly positioned

that can help create healthier, safer, and more sustainable

to meet our customers’ needs to reduce costs, improve

modern communities. Smarter technologies in cloud,

connectivity, security and ultimately partner with a reliable

social, mobility, and analytics — the heart of Microsoft

and knowledgeable converged communications provider.

CityNext — can offer insights and new approaches to help

Our

offerings

are

based

on

the

MTN Business provides fully converged, one-stop

improve efficiencies and reduce costs. Empowering public

360-degree ICT services, with the largest range of mobile

services, businesses, and citizens to work collaboratively,

and Internet-based communications solutions that enable

Microsoft CityNext can provide a springboard for city

organisations to navigate the new digital world of business.

innovation and economic prosperity.
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Project Isizwe is a non-profit organisation, which aims
to bring the internet to people across SA, by facilitating
the roll-out of free Wi-Fi for public spaces in low-income
communities. In today’s connected world, access to the
Vodacom Business was established in 2008 as the

internet should be an essential service, like water or

enterprise arm of the Vodacom Group. It delivers total

electricity. And just like water and electricity, it should be

communication solutions to meet the needs of the public

available to everyone, regardless of social circumstance.

sector, large, medium and small enterprises.

Project Isizwe works with local, provincial and national

Vodacom Business offers solutions that extend from

governments to provide Wi-Fi in low-income communities.

mobile to fixed line access, Virtual Private Networks (VPNs),

Free Wi-Fi services have already been enabled in the

Voice over IP (VoIP), hosted facilities, cloud computing-

City of Tshwane, Western Cape and Limpopo, with the

based hosted services, storage, back-up, security and

introduction of services like Wi-Fi TV now taking the

application solutions.

lead over the Tshwane Free Wi-Fi service. Serving over
500 000 users since its inception and over 40 000 users
every day, Project Isizwe is setting the standards for
free Wi-Fi deployments nationally. Connect with us at
Projectisizwe.org/contact.

Connect Channel (Pty) Ltd is a new content production
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Internet Solutions provides clients with access to the

company that produces five hours of studio-based television

always-on technology infrastructure required to run a

shows broadcast weekly on Mzansi Magic and Mzansi Wethu.

business, delivering scalability, efficiencies, and security. Our

These include Ka’Ching, Nguwe Na, Cula Sibone, Bounce,

communication, collaboration, and transactional solutions

Wang Verstana and Linda Sibiya’s daily talk show, S’fun

deliver growth through revenue generation, competitive

Ukwazi. Connect also produces reality shows Our Perfect

advantage, and speed to market. We provide both the power

Wedding and Mzansi Bootcamp. Connect is currently in

of connectivity and the empowerment of cloud.

production with seven new exciting reality shows.

Headquartered in South Africa, Internet Solutions has

Connect launched ConnectUP TV, as a unique and

operating offices in Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria,

compelling hyper-local production model, where it trains

Uganda, Namibia, Zambia and the UK. We also have

and retains young people to capture stories from their

international Point of Presence (PoPs) in New York, London

own neighbourhoods. This is currently broadcast as five

(X2), Germany, Hong Kong and Singapore, as well as 60

ConnectUP

PoPs across the African continent. The company has over

Soshanguve and the City) carried on ‘Wi-Fi TV’.

Channels

(Attridgeville

CBD,

Mamelodi,

15 500m2 of data centre space across the African continent,

Connect is 85% black owned with 49% controlled by
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MOSES KOTANE
LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

T

MISSION

By providing
responsive,
transparent and
accountable
leadership
By creating an
environment for
business growth
and job creation
By providing
sustainable
services

he Moses Kotane
Local Municipality is a
Category B4 municipality,
located within the
Bojanala District Municipality
in the North West Province.
It was established after the
redemarcation of municipal
boundaries and subsequent
municipal elections in 2000.

Industry and social services
also form a critical part of the
local economy.

The municipality covers an area
of approximately 5 719km2
and is mostly rural in nature,
comprising 107 villages and the
two formal towns of Mogwase
and Madikwe, and its population
is estimated to be 242 554.

The Municipality is an excotype with 31 wards. It is led
by a council, made up of
75 councillors comprising
Dikgosi, ward and proportional
representative councillors.

The Municipality has a
predominantly African
population, with fewer Indian,
coloured and white groups,
mostly residing in the Sun City
residences and Mogwase Unit 2.
The total number of households
in the municipality is estimated
at 75 193.
The economy of Moses Kotane
is mainly characterised by
tourism, mining and agriculture,
owing to its location within the
major tourism and mining belt
of the North West Province,
Pilanesberg and Sun City.

The Municipality is a waterservices authority and has dams
in the following areas:
• Molatedi
• Madikwe
• Pella

The joint senior political
leadership, commonly referred
to as TROIKA, consists of the
speaker, mayor and the single
whip. The mayor is the head
of a 10-member executive
committee (exco), which heads
various portfolio committees.
The municipality performs
functions and powers assigned
to it in terms of Sections 156
and 229 of the South African
Constitution.

VISION
“A caring and responsive
municipality that is best to live
in, work for, and do business with.”

Single Whip
Cllr Maria
Matshaba
MKLM Mayor
Cllr Fetsang
Mokati-Thebe

The Portfolio
Committees
• Integrated Development
Planning, Performance
Management System,
Intergovernmental
Relations and Town
Planning;
• Local Economic
Development and Rural
Development;
• Human Settlement;
• Communication and
Corporate Support
Services;
• Finance;
• Community Services;
• Infrastructure and
Technical
Services; and
• Special Projects.

CONTACTS
Tel: 014 555 1300/ 1401
Fax: 014 555 6368
Address: Stand No 935, Railway Road,
Unit 3 Mogwase 0314
Postal Address: Private Bag X1011, Mogwase 0314
Madikwe Office
Tel: 014 553 2914/ 47
Fax: 014 553 2960
Email: psntokwe@moseskotane.gov.za
Office of the Mayor
Tel: 014 555 1305
Fax: 014 555 7064
Email: mayorsecretary@moseskotane.gov.za

Municipal
Manager Nono
Dince

On the administrative side,
the municipal manager
heads a six-member
Speaker of Council
management committee,
Cllr Ralesole Diale
comprising heads of
department of:
• Office of the Municipal
Manager;
• Budget and Treasury
Office;
• Corporate Services;
• Community Services;
• Infrastructure and
Technical Services; and
• Planning and
Development.

VALUES

•Integrity
•Honesty
ency
•Transpar
ability
t
n
u
o
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Office of the Speaker
Tel: 014 555 1309
Fax: 014 555 7635
Email: speakersecretary@moseskotane.gov.za
Office of the Municipal Manager
Tel: 014 555 1307
Fax: 086 654 5962
Email: municipalmanager@moseskotane.gov.za
Communications & IGR Unit
Tel: 014 555 1403
Fax: 086 658 3601
Email: beautym@moseskotane.gov.za
Disaster Management
Tel: 014 558 2699
Email: mokotedim@moseskotane.gov.za
Mabeskraal Library
Tel: 014 550 0223
Infrastructure and Technical Services
Tel: 014 558 2699
Water and Sanitation: 014 558 2699
Training and Development:
Tel: 014 555 1400/ 1378
IDP Tel: 014 555 1407/ 8
Email: moselaneb@moseskotane.gov.za
Community Services
Tel: 014 555 1362
Email: jeanette@moseskotane.gov.za
Traffic
Tel: 014 555 1386/7
Email: traffic@moseskotane.gov.za
Municipal Public Accounts Committee
Tel: 014 555 1351
Email: clr.vava@moseskotane.gov.za

